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ABSTRACT 

As a fifth century construction Golden Gate has been subject to discussions 
on the real character of its form; a triumphal arch or a gateway. 

Since the end of the last century, scholars have published lengthy 
discussions, some buiding up their argument on historiography and comparison) 
others on archeological findings. The main discussion was that the edifice was 
constructed by Theodosius the Great in 388 A.D. after his victory over Maximus as a 
free standing arch outside the Constantinian walls. J. Strzygowski represents 
scholars following this line of thought. While E. Weigand has defended that it was a 
gateway incorporated in the Theodosian Walls, and built at an unspecific date 
between 413 and 439. New arguments to either view have been introduced by 
Millingen, Th. Macridy and S. Casson, A. M. Schneider and Schweinfurth during 
the course of seventy years. The outcome of these arguments is still indefinite and 
no new evidence is available to enable authors to cite more specific dates than "5th 
century." 

Examination of the architectural features is attained for a better 
understanding of the Golden Gate together with its propylaea. 

Transformation of Golden Gate to Yedikule is not an immediate 
development. Similar aims as that of Sultan Mehmed have been pursued during 
the end of the fourteenth century Byzantium. 

In fact, the walls formed by the Golden Gate and its towers were 
incorporated into a castle during the politically very instable period as a place of 
refuge by John Cantacuzenus first, and then by John V Palaelogus. But its 
presence, being against the political interests, was demolished according to 
8ayezld's will in 1391. 

After the conquest of Constantinople in 1453, Mehmed II chose this site for 
his citadel, state treasury and archives. It~ construction was completed in 1458. The 
plan of Yedikule reveals a strictly geometric outline of a pentagon, which is the 
starting point of an argument about the influence of Renaissance military 
architecture. A second example, Kilid-i..il-Bahir, follows Yedikule to further support 
this theme. 

These are the two castles that are unique in Mehmed II's chain of military 
defence structures. Their minute geometric details and symmetry, unobseNed in 
earlier Ottoman structures, strongly suggest a correlance in form to the ideal city 
plans of theorists Alber1i and Filarete, especially Filarete who, as is documented, 
had an indirect corresspondence with istanbul. 

Once security was established within the new capital, Yedikule gradually lost 
its initial importance and was used first as a prison, as an artillery park and finally as 
a museum. 
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OZET 

Be~inci YUZYlla ait bir yapl olan Yalchzh Kapl, formu ve i~levi aqlslndan qe~itli 
tartl~malara konu olmu~tur. Gergekte bir zafer taklml yoksa bir sur ge9idi olarak ml 
in~a edilcligi son yLiZYlhn sonlanndan itibaren ele ahnml~tlr. 

Kimi taril19iler, tarillbilimsel ve kar?,la~tlrmalt yakla~lml benimserken digerleri 
de arkeoljik buluntulardan yola qlkrnaktadif. ilk one surulen goru~, yaplfltrl 
Theodosius "in 388'de Maximus'a kar~1 elde ettigi zaferden soma Konstantin surlan 
dl~lnda bir zafer takl olarak in~a ettirdigidir. J. Strzygowski'nin temsil ettigi bu goru~e 
ilk kez E. Weigand kar~' 9fkarak, bu yaplmn Theodosius Surlannln bir pan;asl 
oidugullu ve 413 ile 439 araslnda beiirsiz bir tarihte Theoclosius II tarafilldan 
yaptlrlldlglnt ileri sijrmli~tljr. Yetmi~ Yllhk bir donem boyunca her iki gori.i~e de katkl 
cia bulunan qe~itli yazarlar olmu~tur. Bunlann araslnda Millingen, Th. Macridy ve S. 
Casson, A. M. Schneider ve Schweinfurth say'labilir. Yine de tartl~malar kesin bir 
sonuca ula~tlrllamaml~ ve "be~inci YUZYII" ifadesindan daha belirgin bir tarihleme 
kuUamlamamaktadlr. 

Yaldlzl! Kapi ve On Kapl'ya ait bir mimari inceleme, bu yaplnin daha iyi 
anla?llabilmesini saglamaktadlr. 

Yaldlzh Kap,'nln Yedikule'ye donu~umu aniden olu~an bir geli~me degidir. 
Ondorduncu YUZYII sonu Bizans'lnda bu bolgedeki surlar Fatih Sultan 
Mehmed'inkine benzer amaglar igin kuHanliml~tlr. 

Politik aqldan 9alkantlh bu donemde ilk olarak John Cantacuzenus, daha 
soma John V Paleo!ogus, gerektiginde bir slglnma veri olarak kullanmak uzere 
Yaldlzll Kapi ve kulelerini bir kale ieklinde surlarla donatml~lardl. Ancak 8ayezid, 
poUtik qlkar!an iqin bir engel olarak gordugu bu kaleyi, 1391 Yllinda YlkllmasHll 
saglam'~tlr , 

1453'de istanbul'un fethinden soma ~ehir iGinde mustahkem bir Ie; kale 
ihtiyaclnl hisseden Fatih, devlet hazinesi ve ariivi iGin bu nokta'y'l se9ti. Yaplm: 
1458'de tamamlanan Yedikule'nin plantllill geomelrik GzeHikleri, bu eioner-n 
Ronesans askeri mimarisinden etkilenilmi~ olabilecegine dair bir tart'~maya tem~1 
te~kil eder. Bu iddiaYI destekleyen ikinci ornek Canakkale 8ogaz\'da in~a edilen 
Kilid-i.il-Bahir kalesidir. 

Bu iki yapl, 2. Mehmet'in askeri mimari eserler zincirinin iki onemli halkasldlr. 
Planlanndaki geometrik aynntllar ve simetri, daha onceki Osmanh askeri mimari 
orneklerinde gorulmemektedir. Bu da ~ekil itibariyle Alberti ve Filaret'nin ideal ~ehir 
planlannt akla getirmektedlr. Filareti'nin istanbul i1e yazlimalan oldugu bilinmektedir, 

$ehirde gi.ivenlik ko~ullan saglanchktan soma Yedikule bir olQude onemini 
yitirerek zindan, cephane deposu ve son olarak da mi.ize olarak kullanlldl. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Otlarla orulmij~ bir merdivenle batl taraflnclaki sur 
perdelerinin birinin ustune 9lktlln. Buradan butun kale 
gorUlur: hepsi siyahlmsJ ve koyu klrmizi renkte olan ve 
diri bir ye~illik kumesinin etraflna toplanml~ harabe, 
kule, mazgal, merdiven, sahanhk karga~all9t, olede 
istanbul'un saYlslz ba~ka kuleleri ve ba~ka mazgallan, 
oyle ki insan gozierini k1slnca semamn ve Marmara 

. denizinin maviHgi usti..inde ortaya 91kan terkedilmi~ 
kocaman tek bir kale gordliglinli samr.' 

Edmondo de Amicis visited Yedikule as a young man in 1874. He hastened 
to leave, trying to escape from the horrifying reflections carried over from the history 
that was literally written on its walls. It evokes similar feelings on modern visitors, its 
infamousy caused its name to be cited along with Bastille and Tower of London. Its 
repelling history has nevertheless attracted many a visitor through centuries to 
either pay a visit or to enquire about it and mention it in their works. 

But a dramatical approach to yedikule would remain too superficial in efforts 
to understand its historical background and significance. In fact, Yedikule provides a 
genuine opportunity for an art historian to trace the interaction between political, 
social, historical events and formation of art and more appropriately architecture in 
this case. 

This paper attempts to disclose the significance of Yedikule in the military 
architecture of its time starting with the core, Golden Gate, around which Yedikule 
has been built. 

In order to shed light into the arguments about the nature of the Golden 
Gate, initially elements which constitute its theme are briefly mentioned: the road, 
the triumphal arch, the walls and the gate. 

Accounts are given on the significance of this structure in the life of the 
Byzantines. This leads to discussions on the exact date of construction. 

1 Edmondo de Amicis, istanbul, geviren 8eynun .AkyaV8? (Ankara, 1986), p.317 
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Architectural features are briefly mentioned, supplemented with recent and 
old photographs of the general or detailed aspects of the Golden Gate. 

Before passing on to the developments during the reign of Mehmed II, the 
interphase is dealt with, mostly in accounts of travellers as no remains of the 
construction of this period have reached our day. 

In the second part of the paper, Mehmed II's political policies are firstly 
discussed. Yedikule1s significance is inquired through parallels in Renaissance 
Italian military concepts. The plan is discussed in detail in this context and a concise 
description of the structural details is given. 

Remaining work covers the function of Yedikule as a treasury, as a prison 
and lastly, as a museum. 
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Elements 

The Road 

All roads in antiquity led to Rome, or rather radiated from Rome through one 
of the four arterial roads of paramount importance: Via Appia and Flamina seNing 
the traffic to south and north, Via Ostiel1sis and POltuensis connecting Rome with 
her sea ports. 

In New Rome, a similar network was created by developing two existing 
roads in the Balkan Peninsula; first, the Via Egnatia reaching the Adriatic Port of 
Purazzo and Thrace through Thessalonica, and second, the military road from 
Byzantium to Belgrade. 

The Million, like its namesake in the Roman Forum was the point of 
departure for these great roads. Here began the Mese, or Middle Way, the main 
thoroughfare of ancient Constantinople, which followed the course of the modern 
Divan Yolu. The Mese .• which was flanked for a good part of its length with marble 
pOl1icoes, led westward to the Forum of Constantine first, then to the Forum of 
Theodosius to branch into two upon reaching Amastrianum. One of these 
extended west and the other southwest. The western branch passed through the 
Gate of Charisius (Porta Polyandrion), where it joined the Roman road to 
Adrianople. The other branch passed through the Golden Gate (Porta Aurea) and 
linked up with the Via Egnatia. 

As a simple study of the city plan2 would reveal, the main routes are 
radiating tolfrom the complex of the powerladen structures at the tip of the city's 
triangular boundary. Dean Miller investigates the subject from outside in: 

The Mese, leading from the Golden Gate eastward to 
the omphalos of the world, the Million in the great 
square of Augusteon, was not a continuation of the 
Via Egnatia. the Imperial route which ran from the 
Adriatic to the Golden Gate. The Mese was a ritual 
way, or more precisely !D.QIe. of a ritual way than Via 
Egnatia was; the Mese was a boulevard where ritual 
was concentrated and flowed. The ritual was one of 

• '::l 
movement or progressIon ... "" 

The Imperial Way, the Sacred Way, the Triumphal Way are some 
connotations that may be attached to this Way. Special use and nature of each of 
the spaces on the Way must have been clear to the citizens of Constantinople. 

2 See Figs. 1 and 2, 
3 Imperja.! Constantjnople, (New York: Wiley, 1969) .. p.16. 
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"The ritual-architectural additions - particularly triumphal arches and columns - were 
signs of external agency under whose aegis the people gathered and moved.1I4 

4 Miller, p.17 
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The Triumphal Arch 

Triumphal processions were of very early origin, and although writers are 
not agreed as to the precise conqueror by whom they were instituted; most appear 
to consider that Romulus was the first, who thus celebrated his victory over King 
Acron. 

From this time to that of Vespasian and Titus, "there were no less than a 
hundred and thirty triumphs; yet so jealous had the Romans been, lest these 
ceremonies should be too easily decreed, that it was a law, that no triumph should 
be allowed unless five thousand of the enemy had been slain in one battle, and 
this was required to be verified on oath by the general."5 The conquerer obtained 
the consent of the senate after a scrupulous examination and no one could receive 
the distinction unless he were dictator, consul or praetor. 

Probably the arch of Romulus was of brick, even now some are of stone as 
that of Galienus at Rome, but of course the most important are of marble, as those 
of Septimus Severus and Constantine. 

Some presented only one opening, with an attached column at each outer 
angle; as that at Susa and the one at Aosta. An example of a central archway 
flanked on each side by two columns is frequent as in the arch of Titus at Rome. 
Others had two openings of like size, of which there are instances at Verona. 
Another class consisted of three archways, a central or larger one and two smaller 
side ones, as in the arches of Septimus Severus and Constantine at Rome6. 

Fourteen triumphal arches are enumerated by topographers as having 
been at Rome. They were, however, frequent wherever the Roman rule prevailed, 
they are found in every province: in western Spain, to the south in Egypt, and along 
the coast of Africa, to the east in Syria and northward in Gaul. 

Such arches were adorned with appropriate bas-reliefs and usually carried 
gilt-bronze statuary on an attic storey, the latter having a dedicatOlY inscription on its 
face. The piers were ornamented with Corinthian or Composite pilasters or 
columns; slightly detached, full columns often were used after the early second 
century A.D. 

5 TL.Donaldson. Archjtectura Numjsmatjca Ancjent Archjtecture ( Chicago: Argonaut PublisrlGrs. 
1965). p.205. 
6 See figs. 8, 4. 5. 
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The Gate and the Wall 

Vitruvius who treats the walls and gates in the 5th chapter of his 1 st book first 
considers the method of constructing the walls and towers of the city: 

Their foundations should be carried down to a solid 
bottom, if such can be found, and should be built 
thereon of such thickness, as may be necessary for 
the proper support of that part of the wall, which stands 
above the natural level of the ground. They should be 
of the soundest workmanship and materials, and of 
greater thickness than the walls above. The towers 
must be projected beyond the line of wall, so that an 
enemy wishing to approach the wall to carry it by 
assault may be exposed to the fire of missiles on his 
open flank from the towers on his right and left. 
Special pains should be taken that there be no easy 
avenue by which to storm the wall. The roads should 
be encompassed at steep points, and planned so as 
to approach the gate not in a straight line, but from the 
right to the left; for, as a result of this, the right hand 
side of the assailants, unprotected by their shields, will 
be next the wall. 7 

At the time, such were the concerns of an Augustan architect. However, 
according to Ian Richmond, the age of really complicated Roman fOllifications flad 
hardly begun in the West, even in the third century8. He goes on to state that 
during the long peace which followed the establishment of Pax Augusta, the art of 
fortification was almost confined to the frontiers of the Empire where it had most to 
learn. In Arabia and Bosnia, learning from Hellenistic tradition,9 the Roman builders 
freed themselves from earthworks, and stone fOltress building began early. It has 
not been, however, until the late second century that free standing masonry 
became popular for defences. 

Then the disasters of the third century, and the 
ever increasing military activity of the fourth, gave the 
requisite impetus to the study of defensive tactics and 
po Ii 0 rcetics , and thenceforward knowledge and 
understanding of such work advanced rapidly, 

7 The Ten 8Qo~,s on Arohiteoture, trans. M.H.Morgan, (~Ie\ll York: Dover publioations, Inc., 1960), 
p.22. 
8 The City Wall of Imperial Rome (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1930), p.248 
9 Ak9idil Ak.aroa has an extensive study on Greek oity and defenoe in ~ehir ve Sayunmasl (Ankara. 
TUrk Tarih Kurumu 8aslmevi, 1987) 
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producing mighty gates like the Por1a Nigra, fortresses 
like Anderida (Pevensey) or Cardiff, and City Walls like 
the later stages of ... (Rome), or like the threefold 
defences of Constantinople.1 0 

When compared with the utalitarian considerations. the aesthetic concerns 
were secondary. The essential part of the plan was to build a wall which was 
strong. But at a limited number of places something more elaborate might be 
expected, namely, at the points where the roads penetrated the wall. The gates are 
the buildings in which the aesthetic conceptions in the design of the wall can best 
be distinguished. The elaboration of gates depended on the importance of the 
roads which they spanned. 

In Rome, the restoration of the Aurelian Wall during the reign of Arcadius 
and Honorius provides for the purpose of this paper an interesting display of taste 
on such gates. The whole aspect of the structures, sheer and bare is devoid of all 
but most elementary decoration. To a fortified curtain gateway, this style of building 
was ideally suited. There is one more feature of this restoration, which was 
apparently a new and noteworthy artistic undertaking. That was the use of marble 
towers for decorating a principal entrance. The old notion to build specially ornate 
gateways for the main entrances of a city was manipulated, to face the severe form 
of their bastions with gleaming marble, and the design was so successful that Porta 
Flaminia and Appia, which were treated in this way, have never ceased to excite 
admiration. 

In the year 328 A.D., Constantine had commenced the transformation of 
Byzantium into New Rome by widening the boundaries of the ancient town and 
erecting new fortifications. Very soon, in 378, Goths appeared before the city after 
the defeat of the Roman arms at Adrianople; after 400's there were the Huns and 
Atilla. Religious attraction, shelter provided by the fortifications, poiilical reasons and 
commercial advantages favored an increase in population. Constantinople called 
for more security as well as more room: Rome had been captured by the Goths: 
the Huns had crossed the Danube. 

Early In the reign of Theodosius II, the enlargement of the city limits was 
carried into effect: 

As the Praetorian Prefect Anthemlus, who was at the time head of the 
government during the minority of Theodosius II, equipped Constantinople with a 
magnificent land wall, eight years after the new wall of Rome was ready for the 
triumphal entry of Honorius in 404. 

Richmond states "it is interesting that its plan should have very closely 
resembled that of old Rome's wall with some minor differences and new ideas here 
and there." 11 

10 Riohmond, p.249. 

11 Riohmond, p.261 . 
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The new wall was a 20 mt. structure without a gallery and defended by great 
rectangular towers which were provided with loop-holed windows. Its gates were 
stone faced structures with single arches and quadrangular towers which had 
covered upper stories and battlemented tops. The similarity between these gates 
and Porta Appia, Flamina, Latina or Tiburtina is very striking.12 

The bulwarks of Anthemius saved the city from attack by Atilla, but in 447, 
the greater portion of the new walls with fifty seven towers was overthrown by a 
series of violent earthquakes. 

The crisis was, however, met with uncomparable energy and by the 
'scourge of God' 13 five miles of wall were built sixty days, under the direction of 
Praetorian Prefect Constantine 14. But besides restoration, he remodelled the city 
fortress. Another wall, with a broad and deep moat before it, was erected in front of 
the Wall of Anthemius, to place the city behind three lines of defence, a barricade 
that made Constantinople impregnable behind which it defied the assaults for a 
thousand years. 

12 See figs. 6, 7,8,9 

13 Richmond, p.259. 
14 Millingen, van A., Byzantine CQnst::mtinople (London: John Murray, 1899). pA5 
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Porta Aurea 

The Golden Gate is the gateway nearest the Sea of Marmara at the southern 
extremity of Theodosian walls. It is situated between the 8th and 11th towers from 
the sea, which is 200 meters to the south. Viewed from this quarter, it stands against 
the wall made up of limestone and brick with its trusting pylons 30 m high and 20 m 
wide covered with marble slabs of extreme precision of placement. 

The pride and awe that the Byzantines felt for their imposing gate is 
conveyed to our days through the description of John VI Cantacuzenus in his 
autobiography of fourteenth centUly. He describes the gate as aufolithos15 which 
means monolith, or formed of a single large block of marble.16 

The bluish gleam of the Proconnesian marble which hides the limestone 
core of the Golden Gate, the spatial linear effect created by the curtain wall and 
pylons contribute to this description. 

The gates seemed to be all on fire with the precious metal gilding from 
which its name originates. 

The gate itself had a triple archway, with one large central arch and two 
smaJler side arches of simple design. Upon the two fronts of the central arch was a 
Latin description in gilt metal letters. The tops of its marble bastions were decorated 
with various statues, among which was one of Theodosius according to quotations 
from Theophanes. 

Porta Aurea, or Khrysai Pylai in Greek, stands apart from the rest of the wall 
with its awe-inspiring, spatial nature which certainly was not a prerequisite for the 
architecture of a gate of its age. However, it was intended to set the stage of many 
historical events and imposing ceremonies, 

Besides the complex of the Great Palace buildings, there were other 
palaces where the Emperor had ceremonial duties. Such was the palace of 
Hebdemon 17. 

In Hebdemon was the celebrated Byzantine Field of 
Mars where the European troops assembled before 
going on campaign. The emperor would be present 
to encourage them and to take the march by. It was in 
the Palace of Hebdemon that the Senate and the 
Patriarch and high ecclasiastics gathered to meet the 

1,5 A S(.:h\~8infurth, "istanbul Suru 'Ie Yaldlzll Va})i." ee!h~t'i;n, 1952 C><\lI. s62V26~ 

16See fig.l0. 

17 Hebdomon is the modern Baklrk6y area. Pierre Gilles in The AntiquiTIes of Constantinople, 
tr8.ns. ,John Ball (2nd ed: New York: Halioa Press, 1988). p 188 desoribes the suburbs: "The reason 
why those suburbs are oalled the Hebdomon is from the number seven. vl/hich was formerly their 
nu(nber." E. Weigand IIJ Neue Untersuohungen Uber das Goldene Tor in Konstantjnopel (Atllens 
Mitteilungen XXXIX). p. 11 states Golden Gate is placed on the seventh kilometer of 'v'la. Egnatia 
from Hebdomon Palaoe towards the oity. 
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Emperor returning from campaign and to join in the 
triumphal procession which followed. This triumphal 
cortege passed along the coast road, then entered the 
city by the Golden Gate... It was in the Hebdemon 
campus that the ceremonial elevation of the Emperor 
took place almost down to the end of the sixth century. 
After the elevation, the Emperor was crowned by the 
Patriarch in the Church of St. John the Baptist which 
was next to the Palace. The old Roman tradition lived 
on in the ceremonies connected with the Hebdemon 
Palace, but there were Christian traditions associated 
with the ceremonial which took place in ... the 
Blachernae Palace ... i 8 

As long as the inauguration of an Emperor upon his accession to the throne 
was celebrated at the Hebdemon, it was through the Golden Gate that a new 
sovereign entered his capital. Marcian (450), Leo I (457), Basiliscus(476), Phocas 
(602), Leo III (717) and Nicephorus Phocas (963) were welcomed as emperors at 
this gate.' 9 

According to Millingen, distinguished visitors to the Byzantine court also 
were sometimes allowed to enter the city by this gate, as a mark of special honor. 
During the times of Justin I, Justin" and Basil II, respectively the Legates of Pope 
Hormisdas, Pope Constantine, and the Legates of Pope Hadrian II were admitted. 

During the reign of Romanus Lecapenus, the procession which bore the 
icon of Christ from Edessa to St. Sophia entered the city through Porta Aurea. 

Some historians maintain that this gate was reserved for the state and not 
open to public use as the other gates. This view has led to discussions on the 
existence of a second gate north of the 11th tower in the Theoclosian Wall, which 
was to be known as the "Yedikule Kaplsl" in the Ottoman period20• Some! 
however, believe that this gate is of Turkish origin.2~ 

Schneider22 asserts that only ihe central archway was generally closed, but 
the side archways ~ left open for the daily traffic - basing his views on 
Constantinus Porphyrogenitus's Book of Ceremonies and Theophanes 
Continuatus's chronicle. 

18 H .\A/'Hausig. A. HI'stor;" of 8yzantinA Civilization, trans. ,J.M .Hussey (Lonclon: Thames and 
Hudson, 1971). p.200. 

1 9 Van Millingen, p.6?, See also S, Tsangodas, The Fortifioations and Defence of Constantirq)le 
(New YorK: Columbia University Press .. 1980). oh III. n, 16. 

20 Tsangodas, p .16., Van M illingen. p. 72 
21 A Gabriel, Chateaux Turos du Bosphore (Paris: E, De Baocard, 1948), p90. 

22 S, Meyer and AM ,Sohneider, Dje Landmauer von KonstantinQpel (Berlin: A.kademie Der 
Wissensohaften, 1 983), P .89. 
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It was, however, on the return of the Emperor to the capital after a victorious 
campaign that the Porta Aurea fulfilled its highest purpose. 

Historians from the end of the last century up to the middle of this one have 
endeavored to find an answer to the question as to the identity of the first Emperor 
who passed through the gate in triumphal procession. 

A definite answer could not be found through interpretations due to the 
ambiguity of the Latin inscription over the central archway which in fact was the 
starting point of the issue. 

A group of authors represented by Strzygowski23 claimed that the first 
triumphal procession through Porta Aurea was that of Theodosius ihe Great after 
his defeat of Maximus in 388 and that It-Ie gate was built while he was away on 
campaign. 

Others following the arguments of Weigand accept the theory that it was 
Theodosius II, the grandson, who had the gate built between 413 and 439. 
Through this triumphal gate he commerated the victory over Johannes Primicerius 
in 425.24 

Subsequent emperors to go through the gate were Constantine V (741-775) 
after his defeat of the Bulgarians; Theophilus (825-842) on two occasions, after the 
repulse of the Arabs; Basil I (867-882) after his success at Tephrice and Germanica; 
Tzimisces (969-976), after his victories against the Russians; Basil" (976-1025) after 
the slaughter of the Bulgarians; and for the last time by Michael Paleologus (1261-
1282) on the restoration of the Greek Empire in 1261.25 

An imperial triumphal procession26 was 
marshalled on the plain in front of the Golden Gate, 
and awaited there the arrival of the emperor, either 
from tile Hebdemon or from the Palace of Blachernae. 
The principal captives, divided into several companies 
and guarded by bands of soldiers, led the march, Next 
followed the standards and weapons and other spoils 
of war. Then, seated on 3 magnificent white charger, 
came the emperor himself, arrayed in robes, 
embroidered with gold and pearls, his crown on his 
head, his sceptre in his right hand, his victorious 
sword by his side. Close to him rode his son or the 
Ceasar of the day. Upon reaching the gate, the victor 
might, like Theophilus, dismount for a few lIIoments, 

2:3 J. StrzygowskL Pas Goldene Thor im Konstantinopel (Berlin: .A.rCh8.ologlsches Institut des 
Deutschen Reichs, Jahrbuch, 1894), BdVlli 

24 EWeigand, Neue Untersuchungen, pp8-9. 

25 Van Millingen, p.67.; Meyer and Schneider, p.40 

26 See figs. 1 L 12, 13 
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and falling thrice upon his face, humbly acknowledge 
the Divine aid to which he owed the triumph of his 
arms. At length, the Imperial cortege passed through 
the archway. The civic authorities came forward and 
did homage. ...And then the glittering procession 
wended its way to the Great Palace through the 
Mese. Sometimes, the emperor ,as in the case of 
Heraclius, rode in a chariot instead of horseback; or 
the occupant of the triumphal car might be, as on the 
occasion of the triumph of Zimisces, the Icon of the 
Virgin. Michael Palaelogus entered the city on foot, 
walking as far as the Church of St. John Studius before 
he mounted his horse. On the occasion of the second 
triumph of Theophilus, the beautiful custom was 
introduced of making children take part in the 
ceremonial. 27 

Besides serving as a State entrance into the city, the Porta Aurea was one of 
the strongest positions in the fortifications. 

The four towers at its gateways, the deep moat in front and the transverse 
walls of the propylaea commanding this moat and guarding the approach, formed a 
veritable citadel. 

The Golden Gate, consequently, figures in the military annals of 
Constantinople: "In the reign of Anastasius I, it was the object of special attack by 
Vitalian. Repeated attempts were made upon it by the Arabs in their first siege. 
Krum stood before it and invoked the aid of his gods against the city and in 913 the 
Bulgarians under Simeon were again arrayed before the entrance."28 

In 1204, when the crusaders Game to Constantinople, mistrusting their 
intentions, the then emperor Isaac Angelus II ordered the three archways to be 
walled up. This changed the character of the Gate such that the sources began to 
mention it as acropolis or citadel.29 

Anyhow, for a long period there was indeed no victolY to celebrate for the 
Byzantines. 

It can thus be inferred that Porta Aurea was an edifice which lived up with 
the needs of its time and which was adapted to transformations to provide for those 
changing needs in the course of time in relation with differing policies due to 
political, social and military concerns. 

27 Van Millingen, p.68. 

28 Tsangadas, p.182. 
29 Meyer and Sohneider, pAl. For a list of the Byzantine souroes oovering Porta Aurea, see 
appendix. 
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Discussions on the Exact Date 

The interpretation of the inscription on the central archway led to a series of 
discussions starting at the beginning of this century, which might constitute a 
valuable case study for a student of art history. 

The Latin inscriptions in gilt metal letters were fixed on both faces over the 
central arch: 

On the western face (on the outside): 
IIHA9(~[ OCATHEVn()S~lVS-Ui fi1L~fU~ DATPO(fT~lATA'rYRI' NfNl11 . _J J.J.' ., ~ _ ,_ ,_ ~J' l\, ,) 1 ! _ j 11.1 1 • 

''Theodosius adorns this place, after the doom of the usurpeL" 

On the eastern face (on the city side): 
II AVREASAECLAGERITQUIPORTAMCONSTRVITAVROl130 
"He who constructed the Golden Gate brings in the Golden Age.":3; 

liThe legend is quoted by Sirmondi in the fifteenth century and has recently 
been confirmed by the discovery of holes in the stones in which the metal letters 
were fixed by Strzygowski.H32 

Millingen has examined the subject further: 
The history of our knowledge of this description is 
curious. There is no mention made of the legend by 
any writer before 1453. unless Radulphus de Diceto 
alludes to it when he states in 1189 an old resident of 
the city pointed a T emplar to certain words upon the 
Golden Gate, foretelling the capture of Constantinople 
by the Crusaders. And of all the visitors to the city 
since the Turkish conquest, Dallaway is the only one 
who speaks of having seen the inscription in its 
place.33 

The inscription is cited for the first time by Sirmondi in his annotations upon 
Sidon ius Apollonius, and by Du Cange in Constantinopolis Christiana. 

30 Hans Lietzmann, Die Landmauer von Konstantinople (Berlin: Ak.ademie Der Wissenscha'ften 
1929), p.20, n.9 

31 Van Millingen, Constantjnof;)!e (London: AS:C Black, 1906), pAO. 

:32 J 8. Bury, History of the Later Roman Empire from the Death of Theodosius I to the Death of 
Justinian (AD. 395 to A.O 565) (2nd ed., London, 1923), p71 

33 Van Millingen, p.60. 
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Du Cange was the first to suggest that since the tyranny should have been 
Maximus, the Gate must have been erected by Theodosius the Great as a 
triumphal arch to honour his victOlY over this usurper.84 

Strzygowsky in 1891 realized certain holes in the voussoirs of the central 
arch on both sides. He concluded tllat these were the holes in which the metal 
letters were riveted with bolts. However, as several of tile original voussairs had 
been removed, a one-to-one correspondence with the legend could not be 
established. Nevertheless, the discovery ascertained that the words "HAEC LOCA 
THEVDOSIVS DECORAT POST FATA TYRANNI" stood on the western (outer) 
face of the arch, while "AVREA S,t\ECLA GERlT QUI PORTAM CONSTRVIT 
AVRO" were on the opposite side.35 

Strzygowski, in favor of the assertion that Porta Aurea was built between 388 
and 391 by Theodosius I, has based his arguments on a regional invento'Y 
belonging to the year of 424 -during the reign of Theodosius 11- which mentions the 
existence of a "Porta Aurea in the XlIth region (,continet in se: portam auream ... ')."36 

Thus, he introduces the central part as a triumphal arch and the towers on each 
side as pylons, which were later incorporated into the walls by Theodosius II. 
Accordingly, the circuit of the Theodosian Wall was planned in such a way that the 
Triumphal Arch was incorporated. 

Millingen, accepting that even lhough the natural inclination is to infer that 
the emperor extolled in the inscription is Theodosius II, goes on to assert that this 
view is groundless as Theodosius II was not called to supress the usurption of his 
imperial authority at any time during his reign.87 He attempts to explain tile 
inconsistency between the word 'po/tam'in the inscription and the concept of a 
triumphal arch and to find a satisfactory answer to the question "How could an 
isolated arch be styled as a gateway?" 

... In the reign of Theodosius the Great, the city had 
spread beyond the Constantinian Wall, and reached 
the line marked by Porta Aurea, so that an arch at that 
point was practically an entrance into the city ... that 
suburban district have been protected by slight fortified 

84 Theodosius the Great crushed two serious attempts to dispute his rule, first in 888 when he 
defeated Maximus, and again in 895 when he put down the rebellion of Eugenius. After the '1iotol), 
over Maximus, the success was celebrated by one triumphal entry into Rome in the spring of :389. 
and by anottler into Constantinople. v.fhen he returned to th8 eastern oapital in 391 Lfter tf,'" 
victory over Eugenius, Ile never returned to Constantinople and died in Milan. 

35 Personal obser/ation: Today only three of the original voussairs ra'ie remaine,j on the west?rr; 
side, While on the inner side of the gate they are alrnost completely present .As Weiga.ng sta.tes. 
the greater loss of the '",est side is due to the earthquake in August 1912whioh damaged the 
upper section of the central arch. 
86 St I' M rzygows <I, p.oj. 
37 Van Millingen, p.61. This will be mentioned later 
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works ... it was so named in anticipation that the growth 
of the city under Theodosius the Great would 
necessiate the erection of new walls.38 

Weigand, in 1914 published a study which largely refutes the theories of 
Strzygowski. He manifests amazement at the fact that his predecessors had not 
considered Theodosius II as the emperor who fought against the uprising of 
Johannes Primicerius for two years to crush him in the name of Valentinian, the 
rightful heir to the throne of the Western Roman Empire. He argues that the 
structure was originally built as a gate of the Anthemian Wall, but it was gilded in 
425 (together with the gate at Antiochia) for which decorat, construit aura applies?: 

Weigand interprets the end of the war in 425 as terminus post quem for the 
construction of the Gate. Elaborating fur1her, he points at three strongholds for 
dating the construction:40 

Codex Theodosianus (x;..J I, 51 )41 belonging to 413 
A rescript about the walls of 422 
Chronology of Cedrenus written in 439 

The first had been assumed to be a decree on the completion of tile 
fortifications in 413. Weigand, however, argues that it was issued for regulating the 
construction. The rescript of 422 gives directions as to the use of the newly 
completed towers' storeys by militalY personnel or private persons. Finally, in 439, 
Cedrenus mentions a decision taken to complete the land walls in the first stage 
and start the construction of sea walls. 

Using this evidence, he infers that the Golden Gate mList have been erected 
during the perion between 413 and 430 together with the rest of the land walls. He 
states further thaI its construction might not have started even in 439, relying on the 
expression mentioned by Cedrenus.42 

Weigand expresses that the Golden Gate is incomprehensible as a 
triumphal arch; according to him, there is not one single occasion where pylons are 
used on the sides of a triumphal arch.43 He underlines that this structure could only 
have been designed as a monumental gateway, ar;d he supports his view with 
comparative analysis of the architectural elemen!s. 

In 1927, the Museum of Antiquities at Istanbul and the members of the 
mission excavating on behalf of the British Academy published jointly an article on 

~38 Van rvli1lingen. p.64 
39 Wf.:igand, p.8. He states that the word 'Go!dan' is n:-t an euphemism. it 'vas employed kt" 9ate~ 
in Antioohia, Splato, Jerusalem and Thessaloniki 
40 \". d 7 vy elgan ,p. . 

41 Lietzmann, p.27 

42 He regards this as a lesser possibility. 

43 Weigand, p.1 O. 
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the results 01 their excavations at the Golden Gate. In reference to the above 
discussions, the authors review their findings: 

For the time being we make no attempt to solve this 
dispute, in view of the lack of absolutely decisive proof. 
Unfortunately, we were unable to excavate the 
foundations of the South tower at the onint of its 
junction with the Theodosian Wall ow'ing to the 
enormous accumulation of earth at this place. The 
details which could be detected by such a clearance 
would be sufficient to give a definite decision whether 
the marble towers were constructed simultaneously 
with the Theodosian Wall, as Dr. Weigand believes, or 
whether as Proffessor Strzygowski maintains, the city 
wall was built against a structure already existing.44 

In 1933, the Akademie der Wissenschaft entitled archaelogist and historian 
A.M. Schneider with architect Bruno Meyer to complete the second round of 
excavations,45 the aim of which was to furnish a scientific examination which the 
preceding authors could not provide.46 The result of their work is the most 
extensive study on the subject with lengthy architectural descriptions, detailed plans 
and drawings.47 

Schneider is not very specific about the exact dating of the construction, but 
is inclined to assume a date between 422-425 for the completion of the works.48 

His main argument is that the gate and the wall are contemporary. To prove this, he 
relies on his observations to conclude that the limestone blocks of the curtain-wall 
bond into the marble blocks of the south tower of the Golden Gate,49 

Besser ist der Maueranschluss am Sudturm erhalten. 
Hier werden die von der anstossenden den 
Hauptmauer verdeckten Turmquader nicht mehr aus 
Marmor, sondem aus Kalkstein gearbeitet, wie sich 

44 Theodore Macridy Bey and Stanley Casson, Excavations at the Golden Gate (Oxford: Jorm 
Johnson, 1 931 ) from Arohaelogia 81 , p.6 7. 

45 F. Krischen VIas the first to carry out excavations on the walis in 1923. His results were 
published in Die Landmauer yon Konstantjnopel [rster TeiL (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter & Co., 1938) 

46 Schneider gives credit to V/eigand's argument3, but criticizes the reconstruotion of Gurlitt in ~ 
83U~<UflSt Konst3ntlnopds (1912) as devoid of novelty. tile Britisfl Academy pUDlication above 
(1931) as depreciating due to the fault; master pian. and M8.mbou~/3 pian as incorrect 

47 B. Mever and A.M50hneider, Die Landmauer von Konst8Jltinopei Zweiter Teil (Berlin: Walter de 
J 

Gruyter & Co, 1943) 
48 The rescript of 422 assigning the lower stories of towers to travelling sol(jiers (8lso us(?o1 by 
Weigand) oonstitutes the souroe of such an inferrence 

49 See fig. 35. 
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besonders deutlich an einem kurzeren 
Marmorquader zeigt, dessen Stossfuge mit dem 
rechts ansliessenden Kalkstein noch vor der 
Hauptmauerflucht liegt. Einige der Hauptmauersteine 
binden in die Tunnflanke.50 

However, O. Davies during his survey of the walls of Constantinople has 
been led gravely to doubt Schneider's view. Noting that the inner face of the wall is 
stepped back about a foot near the southern tower while the outer face displays no 
sign of this change of direction, he concludes that the wall was being alligned on to 
an already existing gate. Furthermore. from his survey of the junction, he draws 
conclusions that are in conflict with those of Schneider's. " ... it seems much easier to 
assume that the tower and therefore the gate, is earlier than the curtain-wall; and it 
is very probable that it should be ascribed to Theodosius 1."5~ 

In a later article, Schweinfurth,52 introduces a new element into the 
discussions by drawing attention to the obelisk erected in 390 to commemorate Ule 
victory of Theodosius lover Maximus. The inscription on this obelisk mentions the 
termination of tyrants Maximus oo..ct Victor: exfinctic tyrannls.53 He thus claims that, 
since the inscription in Golden Gate refers to a single tyrant, its erection can not be 
credited to Theodosius I. 

He further points out that the British excavations of 1928 have disclosed the 
remains of a colossal structure assumed to be part of a triumphal arch of 
Theodosius I in his forum55 at modern Beyazlt. He argues that it is barely probable 
that an Emperor should have two arches of triumph, one in the Forum, the other jn 
the outskirts of the city, both of unusual proportions. 

The oscillating ideas over a period of almost seventy years have not led to a 
decisive conclusion. Recent authors on the history of the Golden Gate qenerally 
accept that it is a triumph::!1 gateway belonging to the time of Theodosius II; bllt 
avoid to cite an exact date of construcUon. 

50 B,Meyer and A.M ,Sohneider, p.50, 
51 The Date of the Golden Gate at Istanbul (Reprinted from the Journal of Roman Studies 
oub!ished bv the Sociei'J' for the Promotion of Roman Studies. 1944) , , 
52 Schweinfurtll, "Istanbul Suru ve 'faldlzll Ka.pl," Belleten, exv!.. no. 62 (Ankara, 1952), 
53 Aooording to Sd-Meinfurth, Theodosius vias able to win his oampaign over Maxirnus wi-Io in ::::::: .. 3 
revolted in Britain, announced himself Emperor and his son Victor as Augustus and carned the W3.f 

to Italy, only in 388. 

55Schneider does not agree to tllis identifioation and to some suggestive reconstructions of tre 
British Archeologists. 
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Architectural Features 

The Gate 

The original gate, which consists of two huge square towers flanking a triple 
entry, appears to have been built in part of solid limestone blocks and in part of 
mortared rubble, in both cases finished with a skin of finer masonry. Along the 
exposed outer faces, this facing consists of a single thickness of blocks of 
Proconnesian marble; on the side facing the city and within the tower chambers, 
the facing is of Iimestone.56 

Regular rectangular blocks of marble (19(}...:37x95 cm) have been so placed 
as to create a net like effect, reminiscent of Roman 'opus reticulatum'. These have 
been secured to the wall with iron cramps. From a distance, the gate seems to be 
made up of a single block of marble.57 

Use of the same kind of material implies that the pylons and the arched 
curtain wall is of the same origin. At the point of junction of the city walls with the 
pylons, the latter make a small projection. 

Viewed from the west, each pylon forms a 29.34 m wide and 19.40 m high 
mass. This structure has a three step base, and as for the cornice,58since Ule 
original cornice have not wholly survived the remains are not sufficient to exactly 
determine the style. However, Strzygowski had inferred from a piece of the 
moulding he found lying in the courtyard in 1889, a new style of decoration 
characteristic of the fourth century,59 defying the tradition of Rome. 

The central entrance is 8.5 m wide and '15.5 m high. Side arches are 5.75 m 
wide and 10.88 m high.60 

F. Krischen points at the symmetry of architectural elements and his 
calculationso1 reveal that that all measurements are multiples of a Roman foot 
(29.34 cm) and that the pylons di')play proportions which are unique among other 
towers of the wall. He reaches the conclusion that the Golden Ratio (Section) has 
been successfully applied to the Golden Gate. This J.ccompllshrnent must have led 
to the intentional omission of scrupulous clecorative details, 3S the struCiL!re 
establishes its effect not through decoration, but through harmonious use of 
proportions .. 

00 See figs. 14 .. 15. 16. 

57 See figs. 17, 18. 

5a 8. Meyer a.n(i Sohnei(ier, p 45 

.59 J. Strzygo\"iskL p.10. He was not able to find the piece in tr:e following year. Only a photograph 
remains. 

60 See figs. 19,20. 

61 F. Kirschen, p.15. 
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The abscence of upper stories in the original plan provides fur1her evidence 
to Krischen's assertion that the flanking pylons were intended for their powerful 
cubic form in the first place. 

The Golden Gate eventually had its share of the decline of the Byzantine 
Empire and as the city was transformed into a fortress, the openings were 
completely walled up.62 The Byzantine works of this stage have reached our times 
especially on the western side of the northern archway.6:3 The southern arch was 
cleared of its walling during the restorations.64 The small opening with a marble 
framework belongs to the Turkish period. 

Miilingen suggests that the archways may have been used as chapels in 
view of the remains of some frescoes on inner walls.65 

Initially the lypanum was not closed as this would obstruct light. Scholars 
argue that it could not be left open due to security reasons and was fitted with a 
bronze cage which might have been gilded as well. 

The central archway was also closed with a gilded bronze door, from which 
the gate derives its name. This was not a common practice for arched gateways. 

Pilasters were employed on tile sides of each arch which, with slight 
projections of their capitals, carried the Iintelns.66 The capitals in corinthian order 
are decorated with acanthus leaves.67 

The gate is decorated with relief crosses in various places. Those over the 
lintelns attract immediate attention. An additional element is a monogram in the 
cornice on the central axis of the central arch. Strzygowski interpretes this as 
sacrificing "rich decoration of military architecture" in the name of Christianity, which 
is velY unusual for a military structure. 

In any case, the gate must have made a very 'rich' impression with its 
glittering gates and shimmering white marble towers. Additional decorative 
elements cited by Millingen include: 

- across which was down by a hurricane during the reign of Justinian. 
- a victory which fell in an ear1hquake during the reign of Michael Iii, 
- a crowned female figure representing the Fortune of the city, 
- a statue of Theodosius the Great which was overthrown by the 
earthquake at the close of the reign of Leo the Isaurian, 

62 See figs. 21,22. 
63 PHsondi Ob3{~r/:3.tion: These works inolude a :3.r98 Cr,di'llber entered trirough a small opening 
.Xl the west siC:e. Original building blocks an:] the v3ult can be observed, along with scme 
8y:ar:tine c'l-id<'iVorks on trle inside of tri8 'liester:-: ',','all 

64 R. Ouyuran, itA propos des premiers travau/ (le reparatiGn (1e Ye·jIVJJle" TUrk Turing ye OtOnlQQ!' 

Kllrun'lj B,::,lleteni 208-209 (Istanbul: 1959) 

65 Van Millingen, p.65 
~~ 4 .JU S8e figs, 23, 2/ 
67 For a detailed discussion on the subject of capitals,. see Weigand. 
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- a bronze group of elements (which were supposed to represent the 
elephants attached to the car of Theodosius the Great on the occasion of 
his triumphal entry to the city), 
- the gates of Mompseusta, gilded and placed there by Nicephorus 
Phocas, as a trophy of his campaign in Cilicia. 
- the Roman eagle which still spreads its wings at the southwestern 
corner of the tlot1hern tower::3, 
- the laurated monogram "XP" above the central archway on the city side 
of the gateway, 
- several arches scattered over the bUilding.69 

Additionally, the sun clock on the southern part of the not1hern tower seems 
to be the only one in Constantinople belonging to the Byzantine periodJo 

Macridy and Casson relate two groups 01 inscriptions, identified as 
aex/amafiones, one painted in black, the others in red, on each side of the central 
archway. These have been deciphered in 1906 and concluded to be the naming of 
troops w!lich reinforced Theodosius I in his campaign against MaximllsJ' 

The solicitude observed on the western facade seems to be lacking on the 
city side 72. Even though later renovations make it difficult to examine the original 
form, traces of a flight of steps on the side of the towers have been noted. 

On the whole, virtually all scholars agree that the builders of the structure 
have sought the truly impressive effect of their architecture, not in details of 
decorative elements, but in the skillfully molded colossal mass. 

The Propyfaic Gateway 
The second city wall commanding the moat runs out into a projection to the 

west, corresponding to the projection formed by the Golden Gate. Here, it is 
provided with a single gate which is placed almost exactly along the central axis of 
the Golden Gate itself.73 

The whole group of fortifications at this point was built to ensure the defence 
of the city in front of a monumental ent! anee which was I ill fact, defective from a 
purely military point of view. On the other hand, since a victorious emperor had to 

68 See fig. 25. 
69 Van Millingen, p.64. Here, the author assumes that the oonstruction belongs to the period of 
Theodosius II. Schneider, on the other hand, assigns the statue to Theodosius I, and states that 
the eleohants were brOIj()tlt from Athens ari'j were oovered witt, 9010 h2 8i:30 rnention:3 tilS 
statues' of Tver-Ie and t'like ~IScrlneider, p 39) . \ 

70 W.Mever, istanbul'dakj Gune~ S83t!eri Se", fi,~. '26 , 
71 TI-I. tvio.cridy and S Casson, p.72. See fig. 27 
72 Because of this observation, F. Kirschen maintains that the structure should be accepted as an 
entrance, not a triumphal arch. See figs. 28,29 

73 See fig. 30. 
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pass through this first gateway before the Golden Gate, it was essential to give it as 
imposing an appearance as was possible. 

The propylae with its marble frames that flank it on each side, in each of 
which were placed a series of ancient marble relieis, has often been described and 
discussed.74 

It consists of two pillars with corinth capitals which have dove figures instead 
of volutes at the corners, and attic bases- which are surmounted by a masonry arch. 
The gate itself has a framework of marble fixed into the masonry on the western 
face. The Iinteln of the typaneum has a monogram of Christ and two crosses over 
epheu leaves.75 

The relieving arch and the typaneum display Turkish traces of colored paste 
and a Tugra of Sultan ~{1ahmut 1/ dated 1838. . 

There are remains of two towers on the north and south of the entrance on 
the courtyard side of the entrance. Schneider deduces that they had two storeys, 
the lower ones being domed. 

There seems to be a rampart leading to this gate, which is accepted to 
belong to the date of John V Paleologus, 

The former inclination was to assume that the propylae was constructed 
simultaneously with the second wall during the reign of Theodosius II. It was 
deducted later on that "the superstructure belongs to (} date very much !ater than 
the fifth century A.D."76 F. Krischen's suggests of 1000 A.D. , at which time the moat 
was dug.77 

Schneider cites military annals mentioning a "new gate" in this region before 
the Latins invasion in 1204. He further suggests that the reliefs were brought there 
during the restoration work of Cantacuzenus in 1347, when the central archway was 
opened to general traffic,i'8 Schneider does not attach any particular importance to 
the reliefs. and believes they were placed there ramJomly just for the sake of their 
being jantique' without any great concern for aesthetics. Nevertheless, the 
unsuccessful attempt of Sir Thomas Roe in 1626 to secure four of the reliefs is '.'vel! 
known,79 

There were originally a total of twelve relief plates, attached to T shaped 
framework of marble base at each side on the western face of the curtain wall. They 
were arranged in rows of six, one above the other. 

74See figs. :31,32 

75 See figs. 33, 34. 

76 Th. Macridy and S. Casson, p.74 

77 F. Krischen, p .13. 

78 Meyer and Sohneider, p.57. 
79 StrzygowskL p.33; Van Millingen, p.65; Th. Macridy and S. Cassson, p.78. 
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The reliefs which originally adorned the panels were mentioned for the first 
time before the capture of Constantinople in 1453 by Manuel Chrysolaras. After this 
date, they were observed and described by travellers in the subsequent centuries 
down to 1791 at which date they seem to have disappeared finally.80 

80 P. Gilles, The Antiquities of Constantinople (London:1729); Sir Thomas Roe, The NegotiaTions 
of Sir Thomas Roe; J. Spon and G. Wheeler, Voyage d'ltaHe 2t ,:iu Levant (Amsterdam: 1679) are 
some souroes of referenoe that deal with the subjeot in detaii. See also Strzygowskt pp.29-35. 
Maoridyand Casson, p.78f. The latter includes a oatalogue of fragments found during the 1827 
exoavation whioh seem to belong to some of the reliefs destroyed. 
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The maintanence of the bulwarks of Constantinople was naturally a matter of 
supreme impoi1ance. There was little occasion to repair damages sustained in war, 
for until the invention of gun powder, the engines employed in battering the walls 
were either not poweriul enough, or could not be placed sufficiently close to the 
fortifications to produce much effect. Most of the damage done to the walls was due 
to the action of weather, time, fire, and above all, to the violent and frequent 
earthquakes which rocked Constantinople. 

The frequent shocks of eal1hquake felt in 
Constantinople during the reign of Justinian the Great 
damaged the walls on at least three occasions; in 542 
and 554 when the injury was most serious in the 
neighborhood of the Golden Gate; and again in 558 
when ... the Theodosian walls were rudely shaken ... 
suffering chiefly in the portion between the Golden 
Gate and Porta Rhousiou. 81 

Another severe earthquake shook Constantinople during the time of Leo HI. 
There seems to be no written source to indicate the extent of damage 

caused by the initial disasters. However, we learn from quotations of Theophanes 
that in 740, the sculpture of Theodosius was overthrown. 

Until the year 1000, no mention is made of any 
restoration on the Golden Gate.82 

The first restoration works seem to be undertaken during the reign 01 
Cantacuzenus in 1354. According to Van Mil/ingen, 

Cantacuzenus repaires it, and speaks of it as 
an almost impregnable acropolis, capable of being 
provisioned for three years, and strong enough to defy 
the whole city in time of civil strife. Hence the great 
difficulty he found in persuading the Latin garrison 
which held it on his behalf, in 1354, to surrender the 
place to his rival John V Palaelogus ... 

John Paleologus upon receiving the surrender 
of the gate foolishly dismantled the towers, lest they 

81 Van Millingen, p.96. 

82 Meyer and Sohneider, pAl. 
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should be turned against him ... He did not, however, 
carry the work of destruction so far as to be unable to 
use the position as an 'acropolis' when besieged in 
1376, by his rebellious son Andronicus,83 

and later on once again in 1390, when attacked by Andronicus' son. An 
eyewitness of the events of 1390 is Ignatius of Smolensk, A Russian pilgrim who 
arrived in Constantinople in 1389 and remained there till 1392. His diary:34 reveals a 
first hand description of the Golden Gate castle and its role in the aftermath. He 
describes the night when John VI! entered the city in April 14, 1390: 

The old Emperor Kalojen (tilat is John V) locked 
himself in his castle ... Ali summer long he (John VII) 
shelled the castle 01 the old emperor with fire arms, 
but he was unable to vanquish him. 

Manuel, son of John V, came to his father's aid by the sea: 
He penetrated the limen, that is to say, the harbour, 
and entered the castle where his father was (a stone 
wall with high towers extended to the water's edge so 
that the enemy was unable to reach him either by sea 
or by land).85 

Ignatius later explains that, after the victory over John VII, Manuel went to 
pay homage to 8ayezid but, 

The T uri< kept him prisoner and sent a message to 
Manuel's father, saying 'Manuel will not leave hands 
until you destroy yor castle.' And so, unwillingly, he 
ordered the castle to be dismantled and he himself 
returned to the old imperial palace where he died of 
grief. 

According to Doukas, the Emperor started building the fortress after he 
refused 8ayezid's demands of paym"=llt of tribute and sent one of his sons to 
campaign with 8ayezid: 

... he began to build Nolo towers on either side of the 
Golden Gate, from pieces of white marble joined 
together, constructing them without the help of stone 
masons and without any expense to himself, by 
despoiling other magnificent dedicatory monuments 
(here he lists the Churd"l of All Saints, the Church of 
the Holy Forty Martyrs and the Church of St Moklos). 

83 Van Maillingen, pp. 69.10. On the history of events leading to trie mentioned, see appendi><. .. 
84 George P MajesKa, "The Journey of Ignatius of SrnolensK to Constantinople (1389-1392)," 
ur:published Ph. D. dissertation, Dept. of Historf, Indiana University, 1968. 

85 Majeska, p.l 02 
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Behind the fortifications, Ile enclosed a part of the city 
from the Golden Gate to the shore southwards , 
reserving this as a naval station for refuae in time of 
need.86 ~ 

Th. Macridy and S. Casson claim to have found remains of the foundations 
of this wall near the Propylaic gateway: 

Our excavations revealed the foundations of a 
rectangular tower of two stories on the north side, of 
which the lower story was surmounted by a cupola 
with remains of the pendentives visible. Traces of a 
flight of steps led up to the first floor of the tower. 
Remains of a second tower were also found on the 
south. Both seem to have been the work of John V 
Palaelogue.87 

Millingen suggests that probably after the defeat of Beyazld by T amerlane, 
the defences at Golden Gate were restored, for another Russian pilgrim who was in 
Constantinople betw'een 1435 and 1453 "speaks of visiting the castle of the 
Emperor Kalojean."88 

In fact, Selahattin Tansel states: 
1453 ku~atmasnldan bir kaQ yll once buyuk tamir 
gormU~ alan surlar uQgen $eklinde idL. uQgenin liQ 
ko~esinde de chateau-fort denilen mustahkem klslmlar 
da mevcuttu. Bunlardan biri Sarayburnu'nda, digeri 
Ayvansaray'da, Li9LincusLi de Yedikule'de idL8? 

The fifteenth century French traveller de la Broquit3re mentions seeing the 
ruins of a castle at one end of the land walls; he comments that the Turks hJ.d 
forced an emperor to tear it down. 

Thus, it is confirmed by various accounts that "a stone wall with high towers 
extending to the water's edge" formed an impregnable fortification against the 
cnilitalY engines of John VII. 

A probable link between this construction and Fatih's Yedikule will be a 
subject of discussion in the course of this paper. 

86 Doukas. Deciir-,'; and Fail of Bvzantium to tr,e ottoman TUr!\8. tran'3. harry J ivlagouilas (,Detrcqt. 
Wayne State University Press. 1975). p,81. 
87 Th, r.-lacridy and S Casson, p,75, Here trle issue is uncertain whether the side towers of the 
propylae is referred or not 
88 Van Millingen, po70, Here 'Kalojean' is a referenoe to Jorm Palaeiogus. 
89 Osmanl! Kaynaklanna GOre Fatjh Sultan Mehmed'jn Asked Faaliyetj (istanbul. 1971), po56o 
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Mehmed the Conquerer 

Mehmed regarded himself with good reason as heir 
to the Byzantine Emperor, for from the ruins of the 
Byzantine state he has succeded in forging a unified 
empire, subservient to his will and extending from 
Mesopotamia to the Adriatic ... The old dictum of the 
Byzantines, stated as early as the eleventh century in 
the Stralegikon of Kekaumenos, that he who holds 
Byzantium holds the empire, lost none of its validity 
under the Ottomans."gO 

Not the empire only, but also grandiose ideas of world domination seem to 
have occupied the corners of the young Sultan's mind right from the very start. 

His well preparadness for the siege of Constantinople, his determination in 
realizing presumably predetermined plans91 -best illustrated in his achievement of 
transporting the ships over the land into the Golden Horn- all demonstrate 
cornerstones of a policy driven by an overthriving power which knew no bounds 
and directed to engulf more. 

Bu di.i~jjnce!erin ardlnda dogal ba~kenti istanbul olan 
bir dlinya imparatorlugu kurma di.i~leri de yatlyordu. 
Yuzyrllardlr Muslumanlann dunya egemenligi umutlan 
Bizans ba~kentinin ahnmasrna iIi~kindi. Dokuzuncu 
yuzyrl filozofu ai-Hindi, Mehdi'nin 'Musli.imanhgl 
yenilemek ve adaleti egemen kllmak iQin donecegi' 
kehanetinde bulunmu?tu. Bu gelen, ispanyol 
yanmadaslnl fethedecek, Roma'ya girip fetheclecek, 
Dogu'yu fethedecek, istanbul'u fethedecek ve tum 
dUnyayr egemenligi altina alacaktl. BliYlik islam 
tarihQisi ibni Haldun, Peygamber'in kendisinin 
istanbul'Ll fethederek Bizans imparatorunu yenen ve 
hazinesini Tann adlna harcayacak olan Mehdi'dir' 

90 FC.H.8abinoer Met/mM the Conouerer and His Time, trans. Ralph Ma.nheim (~lew .Jersey 
Prinoeton University Press, 1978). p.416 
91 H. inalolk in his The Ottoman Empire. the Clas<;io81 Aoe (1:300-1 e,OO). tr8.IlS Norme.n iiZk.OW!tz 

and Colin Imber (London: Weidenfeld and Nioholson, 1973) is more rever:sed: "Then'j is qO 

evidenoe to support the olaim that his oonquests foBowed a predetermltied plan, but tie did clalfl to 
be the legitimate ruler of all the former territories of ttlE: Eastern horrlen Empire, since rie now 
possessed the Byzantian throne" (p.26). 
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dedigini nakletmektedir. ( .. ) istanbulgen;ekten de 
Mlislliman geleneklerinin Klzil Elma'slydl.92 

Babinger, while giving an account of the conquest confirms the above 
stating how "innumerable mullahs and dervishes of every conceivable order 
assembled that spring to fire the courage and fanatical faith of the soldiers, to 
participate in the meritorious project.1I93 

In tact, Mehmed II seems to be charged with the Ottoman utopia of 
conquering Christendom, which after the Conquest came to be perceived as a real 
possibility among his subjects. 

The Ottoman ideal of world domination was 
expressed in tile fifteenth century chronicles through 
the motif of a dream attributed to Osman -the founder 
of the Dynasty- who had a vision of a tree growing 
from his body and filling the whole eal1h. ( .. ) This 
WeJtbaue motif and that of the Reichsapfe\ were 
commonly recognized as symbols of world rule ... "94 

According to the memoirs of konstantin Mihailovic who was a janissalY in 
Mehmed II's time, the conquerer had symbolically used an apple during a council 
meeting to demonstrate his tactics to conquer Christendom.: 

The Emperor ordered a great rug to be brought as an 
example and to be spread out before them, and in the 
center he had an apple placed, and he gave them the 
following riddle, saying, 'Can any of you pick up that 
apple without stepping on the rug?' And they 
reckoned among themselves, thinking about how tllai 
could be and none of them could get the trick untii the 
Emperor himself, having stepped up to the rug took 
the rug in both hands and rolled it before him, 
proceeding behind it; and so he got the apple and put 
the rug back down as it had been before. And the 
Emperor said to the lords: "it is better to torment the 

92 S, Stl3.Vof, Osmanll imgaratOriugu \Ie ~v1oder:l T~jr:'\iY2:, trans, M, Harinancl, (istanbul: E I.=,yn-:!3!' 

A;'" 193.2), pp,90,91 , 

93 F, Babinger, Mehmed the Conquerer, p,84 

94 GUlru Necipoglu-Kafadar, "The formation of an Ottoman Imperial Tradition: The Topka~i P81s;e 
in the 15th and 16th Centuries" unpublished PhD,thesls, Harvard Unlversrty Dept. of Fine A.i's" 
1985 
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kaur,5 little by little ," And so they all praised his 
speech and the Emperorls example,96 

In an article translated to Turkish, 8abinger mentions how Ottoman scholars 
are at variance on the real designation of the term "klzll-elma," His comments about 
a paragraph97 1rom Niccolo Sagundina are as follows: 

Fakat II. Sultan Mehmed zamalllnda bu tabirden (klzll 
elma) genet olarak Roma ~ehrinin kasdedildigine, 
Niccolo Sagundino taraflndan soylenen bu sozierin de 
~imdiye kadar bu hususta ele gegen belgelerin en 
eskisi kabul olunabilecegine artlk inanmak caiz 
0lur,I19S 

A letter of Mehrned II, translated by Laudinius, "Knight of Hierusalem," to 
Latin and then to English in 1607, provides further confirmation for the above 
assertions, 

.. ' The Turke to the Pope of Rome: 
We have invaded Corinthus with annes, the most 
noble citie of Achacia: we have besides set foot in 
Aetolia, advanced our color in Macedonia, and 
marched the pace of victorie through all 
Peloponnesus from end to end; the villages, 
cornfields, and towns that stood in our way we have 
spoiled farre and neere by fire, and turned them in 
smoake to make warre upon Italy and Rome at last to 
stoupe, All these things do we let thee to understand 
to the great terrour. and greater lasse of all 
Christians .'199 

95 Kaury means Gavur here. 
96 Konastantin Maihailovic, Memoirs of a JanissaCj, trans. S. Stolz, (Ann Arbor: the Universit'j of 

Miohigan, 1975) .. P .145 
97 . . . d' .j.!,.. + +" I' .... ..j' .. ' -,~ i.",'· "::l K'r-III{:"-' R" rna .. Tr,e Tur~<ish trar;siation of trlis ,s pro'llce In 1I ,€' \,~, .. r·.~t :'~I~:;:", ,,~t}~ aHjilli. I 'v' I 

$ehnnin zaptlnl ve istanbul'u Tanr: taraflndan ~3y!n cur::;" c::2\::2T nnrk:?zl 0'3.;"8.;<: \Isao ea~n DaZi 
. . ' .... t.. . -'.. i .. ~ . ul j" 411 Ci .. w,-,,, I~'-"" ... '" ·""':'1 7,V;'::' o-:';';"d-I-, ~,enanetlere ,jayanIYor. 8u nul<ume lneWe,;.j c:e .~iano' I "'';;!'~I, ,,,.,,,~, "".~ i_ ,,,,-,,I _ .. 1'-" ... n., I, 

soma annesini (Roma'yl) alabilmesi 9ayet tabii imi§" 
98 Franz Sabinger, "Fatih Sultan Mehmed ve itaiya," qev. Bekir S. Baykal, Bel\eten, XVII, 1953, 

p.59 
99 (Mohamme,j II) The Iurkes Seoretorje, London 1607, (Amsterdam and New 'y'ork: Oa Capo 
Press IheatrumOrbis Terrarum Ltd., 1970). p.5. 
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As Halil inalclk phrases: IIThus, to Mehmed II whose ambition was to , , 
establish a worldwide empire, Istanbui provided not merely a strategic center, but 
also an essential political and legal basis.lIl 00 

However, upon entering the dty, he was very much disappointed and 
deeply sad when he saw a large number of people killed and the ruin of the 
buildings and destruction of the city. 

Then, with the notable men and his courtiers, he went 
through the city. First he planned how to repopulate it, 
not merely as it formerly was but more completely, if 
possible, so til at it should be a worthy capital for 
him ... l0l 

On his departure for Edirne about a month after the Conquest, he appointed 
Kan~tlran Slileyman Bey as prefect (suba~l) of the city and left behind a garrison of 
janissaries. Slileyman Bey was left responsible of defending the city, repairing the 
damaged walls, adopting the city administration to Turkish ways and especially 
replenishing the population by bringing back former inhabitants and by newly 
settling others. 

When Mehmed returned to istanbul in the following year of 1454, the Sultan 
seems to have decided to build a palace at the former site of Theodosius Ws Forum 
Tauri on which stood a Byzantian Monastery. 

Kritovoulos relates among the events of 1454 that the Sultan laid the 
foundations of a royal palace at the finest location in the city, also ordering the 
construction of a strong fortress near the Golden Gate where there had formerly 
been an imperial castle. The Sultan commanded that these buildings should be 
completed with lIall haste.1I Within the same year, Mehmed came back to istanbul 
one more time, IIjust long enough to examine the buildings that had been 
constructed there, and gave orders about further work on these and others., 
stipulating that it be done as quickly as possible. 1I According to Kritovoulos, in the 
middle of the autumn of tile year 6963 (1455) the Sultan went to istanbul. "on 
reaching the city, he found the palace brilliantly completed, and the castle at Golden 
Gate and all the walls of the city well built. lIl 02 

However, H. inalclk suggests that lithe chronology of his activities after the 
conquest has always been confused.II

' 03 Another contemporary historian Doukas 
attributes the construction to the year 6966 (1458): 

100 H. inalcdt., 'TrlE: Poli')Y of Melln1ed II Toward tr1':l GreeK POpljl;~tion of j':tanbul ,:;.nd tt-,~ 
Byzantine Buildings of tho:: CiV in Tile Gttornan Empir.g Conquest. Or9anization and EOQrl'X'TY. 

oolieoted studies, (London: Variorum Repnnts. 1978). p.233. 

101 Kritovoulos, Histor;f of Mehmed the CQoquerer, trans. C.T.Riggs (New Jersey: Prinoeton 
Universiiy Press, , 954), p,83. 

'02 Kritovoulos, pp.83,94-95, 104. 

103 H, inalclk, Poliqy of Mehmed " jn istanbul. p.286, 
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That winter, the great tyrant began to construct a 
fortress at the far end of the city at the Golden Gate.1 04 

Still more, in the last pages of his work, Amasyah Hahmi dedicated to 
Mellmed II in versification: 

Konstantiniyye Sultan Muhammed Han'ln Oar'LiI 
hilafesi etrahnda oyle bir hisardlr ki umuma ~amildir. 
Bu hisann vasflna mlltablk bir tarih kasdederse 
muhkem saglam temelli bir hisar manaslna olarak onu 
'Hisnll Hasin-Li mLiessel Li' diye tarihlemelidir. 

.. The last line conveys Ule date 882 (1477), therefore according to Slilleyl /\. 
Unver "bu larih Yedikule'ye ait olabilecegi gibi T opkapi elrahna vine Fatih taraflndan 
883'de itmam edilen i9 kale i9in de soyleilmi~ olabilir."1 ()5, 1 i)~ 

However, this date is too late for the construction of Yedikule, which must 
have been completed at the same time as the 'old palace': 

Although the main parts of the palace were completed 
by 1455, construction probably went on until 86211457-
58 as Evliya Celebi states. ( .. ) Hastily built in the center 
of the city, it included a group of buildings in an inner 
enclosure, which was surrounded by extensive 
. gardens enclosed by an outer wall without 
battlements.' 07 

Here the crucial word is 'without battlements', a palace in the middle of the 
city without secure walls necessiated a citadel: Yedikule. Hence the year 1458 
should be regarded as the date of construction for the Yedikule castle. 

That the Sultan needed security is not a groundless supposition. There 
were many factors to be dealt with: repopulation of the city was achieved through 
exer1ion of force for Christians or stern persuation on the part of the Moslems. 
"Orders" were issued that Christians, Muslems and Jews should be sent to the city 
from every territory of his "domain."108 Although the state tried to create favorable 
conditions for the deportees, Moslems showed no great eagerness to settle in the 
city. inalclk mentions repression of a resistance in Bursa because lithe wealthy 
citizens of Brusa resisted deportation." All these were brought to istanbul and given 
support as houses or land. 'That houses were granted not only to Muslem 

1'" A ,'';''; Doukas, p.257. 

105 SAUnV6f, i~;tanbul f{;<!elet"inin Tarih ib3.i"2:.:;ri (i3+3.nbui: H3!k 8aSIiT:eVi 1953). p28 

106 F. 8abinger. In Mehmed the Conquere (o.356) suggesTs 1477 as tile year Iniir-:ich trle wails 
under'I'Y'ent maj,Jr repairs for the first time. \vher danger threateneci from the west 'x n·)rih\·vest 

107 G. Neoipoglu-Kafadar, p.15. 

108 On the subjeot of repopulation, see Kritov0ulos, pp. 83, 105, 119, 136, 139, 140, 148, 184, 
197-198. People of Triballi, Paeonia, Maesia, Amastris, Adrianople, Philippopolis, GallipolL Bursa, 
Phoeea. Tha.sos, Samothraoe, Lesbos, Mytelene, .Argos were deported to IstanbuL 
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immigrants but also the Christian deportees was one of the difficult reiations 
between the two communities."109 Such a conflict within the cosmopolitan 
community might have been the cause for a potential instability. 

Another factor, at least at the beginning, could have been the risk of the city 
falling back to the hands of Latins, through treachery of the Byzantine aristocracy, 
and Western aid.110 

And there were the janissaries whom had to be "paid their salary evelY 
quarter year without fail. II During his first reign, in 1446, the young Sultan (then aged 
tvvelve) was faced with a janissary revolt: "Now for tvvo quarters they had been 
missed. The janissaries, seeing such neglect having revolted, sacked the hOllses 
of the greatest and richest lords and linperiai councilors. No lord in Adrlailop;,~ 
dared stand in their way ... Having assembled, they went to the place where the 
young emperor was hunting. They sacked the tents of all councilors who were with 
him, and they all had to flee, except the young emperor .. "" 11 This must have 
made a considerable impact on Mehmed and impelled him to be heedful towards 
political groups. 

Still another factor was the threats to the Ottoman power from the West. 
Mehmed must have considered the possibility of a Crusade after the Conquest. His 
campaigns during the period from 1454 to 1 ~63 are regarded as securing a strong 
military front in the Balkans and the Aegean, the Black Sea.112 In fact, under the 
terms of a treaty between Uzun Hasan and Venice in 1472, IIUzun Hasan was to 
acquire all Anatolia ... it was even projected that Venice should occupy istanbut."112 

Yet another aspect was the threats to his person. "The Signoria of Venice 
alone ... organized a good dozen attempts on his life. He owed the discovery of 
these plots to a highly developed secret service, whose ramifications must have 
ex1ended far beyond the confines of the Ottoman Empire."114 

In view of the factors outlined above, it would be a naive approach to 
consider that the motives of Mehmed II in constructing Yedikule was merely the 
need for a treasury as some commentaries suggest. 

Yedikule was a citadel at a strale~~llc location. 3. strJnghold '/Ihicll his 
grandfather Beyazld had considered as a hindrance to Ottoman poliiicai interesis. 

109 H. inalclk. PQIiQY of Mehmed II. pp.237-238 
110 H. inaICIK., Polioy of Mehmr;tj II, p.239. Hr;re, the author ascribes the unhappy fate of Notaras 

111 Konstantin Mihallovic, p.71. See also 88,b,nger, Mehmed the Conq'Jerer. p.45 for some otilH 

factors leading to the events of May 1446 

112 S. Shaw, p99 

113 H. inalelk, The Ottoman Empire, p .28. 
114 F. 8abinger. Mehmed the CQoQuerer, p.422-423 
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'This was the fortress that old Emperor John wished to build, but Beyazld, the 
tyrantls grandfather, prevented him from dOing.1I1 i 5 

Ve denize ve kuruya hukm ider bir ku~ede bir 
~hmedik yaptJ, muhkem burgazlar ile kur~un ortUlu. 
Irtifa'i bir mertebededir ki iki gLin\Lik yoldan gorunur.116 

The word IIku~e"1 17 used in this expression can not be random. Osman 
Ergin mentions the term "ko~e saray" used for Y edikule in 1758 by Haremeyn 
Musahibi Mehmet Emin Efendi who was the first to write about the vakfs of 
Ayasofya. According to Ergin, "muhanir bunu vakfiyelerde gormu~ ve alml$ 

I I n' 1 ,-, S E ' t f h hi' .. o ma I. I 0:) • Vice sugges S ,uri er a Iypot leSiS th::lt IIko~e sarat might imply an 
attempt of Mehmed II to build his palace on the siie close to the Golden Gate: 

Gerek Pid Reis1in gerek rvJeliing'jn resim ve 
planlannda 11 9 goruldi.igu uzere Yedikule1nin sehir 
taraflndaki en guney burcunda surlara paralel olarak 
denize kadar bir duvar uzanmaktadlr. Bugun ortada bir 
izi gorunmeyen bu duvann mahiyeti nedir? Acaba 
ba~langlQta Fatih saraYlIll ko~e saray olarak da 
adlandlrilan Yedikule Hisan yanlnda ml kurmak 
istemi~ti? 120 

However, he does not cite any evidence to support this hypothesis. 
E,HAyverdi disagrees with both Ergin and Eyice on this issue. He regards 

the term as IIbir muharrir taraflndan yakl~tJrllml~ bir zuhul eseri" and notes that nko~e 
saray tabirinin Yedikule'ye atll uQ aSlr sonradlr ve 16. aSlr ba~lIlda ko~e saray, 
Topkapi SaraYl'na verilen isimdir."121 As for Eyice's suggestion, he has some 
misgivings about the drawings in question, 

Leaving particuiars aside, one is inciined to presume thaI Mellmed was 
aware of the strategic position of the !ocation and the role it played in the Byzantine 
history in the 1390's which was not remote past in 1453. 

115 Doukas, p.257, 

116 Tursun 8ey, Tarih-i EbU'I-Feth, haz. Mertol Tulum (istanbul: 8aha Matba.asl, 1977), p.75 

11 7 I!'J~'" 1 '0" ~"". (""nA" r', '?t::: ....... 'j"_" .. A ... ·j. 1-" 

118 O. Ergin, Fatjt, Im2retl V3.kfiyesi ista~t,,-:1 Be!ediyesi istanbul Fettlinin E'JO'uncli Y!!,j,)nL:mi_: 

f{utlarna Yavmlanndan, Say! 1, (istanLlul. 1945), p.37. Tr-Ie rno3ques (;c·nstllKte,j ",p to 1 c: r 
(completion ~f Merimed II'S 'Great' mosque,1 were aJI anaonea to me V31'1.1S of Ayasorya 

119 See Figs. 40, 41. 

120 S. Eyice, "Yedikule Hisan ve Avlusundaki Fatih Mescidi," istanbul Arkeotoji Muzeleri Y:lIlgl 10 
(istanbul: 1962), p.S1. 
121 E.HAyverdi, OsmanH MimarisjncJ;=l F~tih OAvrL pp.662,665. 
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The motive seems to be to acquire a strongliold easily defendable behind 
strong walls and within easy reach of the sea.122 

Assuming that through some miscalculation a 
sea attack did take place, the sultan and his court 
could take refuge at Yedikule .... which was built to 
compliment Mehmed's undefended palace at the 
center of the city, housed the royal treasury and 
included residential quarters designed as a refuge in 
case of adversity. 

This castle to which .A.ngj'Jlello refers as 'T oITe 
della Rocca, dove sta il Tesoro del Gran Turca' is 
described by Menavino as a third palace (terzo 
Seraglio) complementing the old and new ones. Tile 
Sultan could live and hold court there if he desired, 
and stored in its massive towers the treasures 
inherited from his ancestors. ( .. )128 

Similar descriptions had been made for Rumeli Hisan by Baron Wratislaw 
who was imprisoned there in the sixteenth century; "he caused apartments, 
handsomely floored with marble, to be constructed in that tower, and dwelt there till 
he took Constantinople."124 

Perhaps the exaggarated drawing by Vavassore 125 in his engraving of 
fifteenth centtuy implies the presence of an imperial residence atYedikule. 

Yedikule was also a link in the chain of fortresses along the sea route which 
ships had to pass to reach istanbul. Each was unique in form and function: 
Bogazkesen was built in fOllr and a half months in 1452, in the meantime he seems 
to have strengthened GLizelce Hisar on the opposite shore by building a barbican. 
This way he had blockaded the Bosphorus and provided a safe transfer for troops 
from Asia to Europa. However, even though the islands of the Marmara Sea had 
been overtaken, two Greek ships sllcceeded to penetrate into the lines of the 
Ottoman r1a,;y bringing help to the Byzantines. Thus, concludes I. Utkular: 

Herhalcle FaUh Rumeli Hisannt yalntz istanbul'u 
muhasara ve taarruz du~uncesiyle in~a ettirdi. Fakat 
Ceneviz yardlml i1e ilk muhasara akamete ugraYlnca, 
bu sefer Canakkale Bogazl'nda hem taarruz kabiliyeti 
mukemmel hem de istanbul'un muhasaraslna i~tirak 

122 Tr\8 >o'lda.l! In Efk>~'s propos,s,! rYli9f~lt [lave ~)e~n a srj~:\2.(-2d pa:;sal;~,/".~j T('~\r·~: t\:'2 1.~:6~t!e tc: ~.fje 
sea or the remains of such an extension bUlit by John Vas tjescnbed to be rea,ching "The wat,::r's 
edge" 

123 G. Neoipogiu-Kafadar, p.27. 

124 G. Hecipoglu- karadar, p,63, n42 

'25 See fig. 57. 
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eden esas kuwetlerden uzakta, icabJnda fevkalade 
mudafaa muharabeleri yapabilecek bir kale in~a 
etmeyi du~undu ve Kilidbahir kalesini yaptlrdl.126 

However, Kilid ul-Bahreyn (Key of the Two Seas) and its compliment on the 
oppsite shore, Kale-i Sultaniye (Sultan's Castle) were not built immediately after the 
conquest. Indeed their construction was begun in 1462 and completed with 
remarkable speed. 

By fortifying Bozcaada (Tenedos) he further 
strengthened this system of defences which 
safeguarded istanbul and the straits from attack and 
secured communications between Anatolia and 
Rumelia.1 27 

At the same time many ships were built, though it would seem that the 
greatest efforts in this direction were not undertaken until the winter of 1462-63 . 

... tile Suitan gave orders that triremes should be built 
everywhere along his shores, knowing that the 
domination of the sea was essential to him and his 
rule, especially for expeditions to far countries.128 

Tursun Bey describes the final situation: 
Ve Akdeniz taraflnda, Gelibolu altlnda, Ece ovasl 
dimekle ma'ruf bir klsuk yirde, bu akar denizUn iki 
taraflna birbirine mukabil ki ka'Ia yaptlrdl. Birisine Ki!id 
ul bahr birine Sultniyye ad virdi. Bogazkesen tertibince 
bunlara da mehib toplar kurdl ki Akdeniz taraflndan 
dahi icazetsuz ku~ u<;urmazlar. Gun iki tarafdan 
du~man gelecek yol kalmadl, istanbul dar-lil aman 
oldl. Ve Ayasofya'YI ve sur'l Konstantiniyye'yi 
meremmet idup binasln tecdid itti. ( ... Yedikule) ve 
istanbul Iimuni agzlna mukabil Anadolu yakaslnda 
deniz i<;inde dokundi ta~ araslflda 129 bir muhkem kala 
yaptlrdl ve toplar vaz' eyledi ki atllduk<;3 Iimun i9inde 
gemi turgutmaz .. '180 

All these were the preliminary measures taken by Mehmed before an 
expected war with Venice which actually broke out in 1463 and lasted until 1479. 

126 i. Utkular, Qanakk.ale 8Qgaz!t!da FaN1 K.a!e!eri, (l'3tanbul: Pulhan Matbaasl, 1953), p.34. 

127 H. inalolk, The Ottoman Empire, p.26. 
128 Kritovoulos, p.142. 
129 This must be the Maiden Tower. 

130 Tursun 8ey, p.75. 
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At the end of July 1462, Domenico Balbi, the Venetian 
bailo to the Porte, wrote his government that he had 
been put to great difficulty and expense in sending his 
report from istanbul, for very few persons were 
permitted to leave the capital either by land or sea 
route. All dispatches containing news of events in 
Turkey were forbidden, and tile vigilance was so strict 
that no one dared to smuggle them outy3~ 

Mehmed II eventually obtained absolute control of the city and wtlenever he 
wished he could tighten his grip on it As for other dties that passel] to (lis 
possession through conquests, he attained a similar control. As for. 

the other cities that he had taken, both in the interior 
and on the coast, and the fOl1resses which he 
considered essential to him, he repaired and 
completely armed with garrisons, commandants, food, 
weapons, arrows and everything necessary. But some 
of the fortresses which he deemed unsuitable, he 
demolished entirely.132 

131 F. Babin'jer, Mehmed the CQoQuerer, p.20:; 
1<"'\,.., 

Cl.::. f<ritovouloS, p.l :35. 
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Features of Yedikule 

As is evident in the preceding accounts, Mehmed II spent most of his life in 
campaigns and what was left of this was spared to scheming new ones. As a 
natural consequence, he is the Sultan who built the highest number of military 
architecture in the Ottoman dynasty. 

Yedikule seems to have a special place amon~l these. only comparable 10 
Kilid-ul-8ahir in its ordered line of fortification. Quoting Tursun Bey, authors like 
Halil Ethem, Ayverdi and Gabriel have described Yedikule as an lIahmedek" which 
means an inner citadel. Gabriel gives as other examples the citadels in Karaman. 
Kayseri, Antalya, Konya, Anadolu Kavagl and Rumeli KavaOI. 1·33 An extensive 
comparison on this issue is not possible due to the abscence of a categorical work 
on the numerous castles scattered ali over Anatolla. 

According to A. Gabriel, the Golden Gate together with the polygonal towers 
to its north and south constituted the Byzantine wall which was the initial element 
and starting point of the geometric outline of tile Turkish fortress. Even though the 
presence of a former Byzantine edifice may be accepted, he denies any influence 
of this fact on the architecture of the newly built fortress. 134 

Ayverdi who has included Yedikule's newly drawn plans in his book which 
deals with the archj~ecture in Mehmed's reign has been quite critical of previous 
authors on the subject. He describes the castle as: 

orta yerinde QOk geni~ bir ka~e ile birle~en belinden 
kink dart ken ann ka~e'erine konan uQ bliyuk kule ile 
her kolda bir yanm yuvarlak, bir U9 ko~e bur91a takviye 
edilmi~ surlardan meydana gelmi~tir. UQ ko~e Qlkrnalar 
kink noktalardadlr. Bu suretle kulelerle beraber sur-un 
bir par9asJnl egri atl~ aitlna almak murnkundur. Dogu 
taraflndaki ken ann yuvarlak burcunun yerini 
mUstahkern Kapi Kulesi almaktadlr.1 :35 

No mention is made in this text of a previous Byzartine castle at the site. But 
H. Hogg declares tnat the walls oi a ;'Kastell" provided the baSIS an(j ;'baumasse'; for 
the three round Turkish towers of Yedikule.136 

Nevertheless, A. Gabriel makes an apt point when he states that the star 
shaped polygonal contours of Yedikule leaves no doubt for its contemporary 
stronghold features. 

~ ':;:3 .A .. 3,:;.bn~l~ rvlqnLilf:ent; T'.Jr:):3 O',:3.oa.t~)ii~ t<',:3Y'~en-N!,.]j:i~ (P':t":';' E. ij2 e··=.CC.3f·::l~ 1 93~)} P '30 

134 A. Gabriel, Chateaux lures du 803phore (Paris: E. de 8accarct 1·d.:.l3); pp.87,9'2. See fig. 38 

135 E. H. AyverdL Osmanll Mimarisinde Fatih Devri, p666. See also fig. 37 

136 H .Hogg, TUrkenbun;len an Bosporus Lind HeHespont (Dresden: AKadernie 8Go'nlio.ildi",ii9 

Focken & Otmansi 1982), p.1 O. 
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Plan 

The most striking aspect of the construction is its geometrical plan. The 
symmetry has been mathematically analyzed by Gabriel.137 He first demonstrates 
that the north tower within the Theodosian wall (..I) and the three round towers 
(A,B,q built by Mehmed It are located on a peliect circle and equally distant from 
each other. To strengthen the defence along the long lines of the curtain waH 
connecting the towers, each stretch has been withdrawn forming a convex angle 
exactly at the center point. At these points, projecting triangular bastions have been 
placed which contribute a perfect stronghold in offensive as well as defensive 
wa!1are against heavy artillery. The Golden Gate itself lies on the axis of symmetry. 

As can be seen from Gabriel's plan, the only deviation from the pelted 
geometry (shown by dotted lines) are on the northern and souUlern stretches of 
curiain wail. The southern wail has been stretched iur:her 10 connect with tiie 
8yzantian tower south of the Golden Gate. 

A unique feature of Yedikule is that it is integrated within the main line of city 
walls. In order to guard against a possible offensive approach from the extension of 
the adjacent city walls, semicircular bastions were incorporated into the structure. 
Thus a complex foriificationinvolving interdependent towers, semicircular and 
triangular bastions was formed. 

The Pattern Set by Renaissance Italy 
The star shape of Yedikule reminds one of the ideal city plans of 

Renaissance theorists. 
In architecture and urban design, the foremost early theoretician is Leon 

Battista Alberti (1404-1472). His De Re Aedificatoria, twelve books on arcilitecture 
and related matters, were presented in manuscript to Nicholas V in 1452.1 38 Alber1i 
is chiefly remembered for his ideal cities, star shaped plans with streets radiating 
from a central point. "Alberti's designs on this theme are as varied as the 
snmvfiakes they resemble: but many architects at this time were absorbed with the 
des!gn poss1!)i!ities of peJiectiy symmetrical compositions."13~~ 

One of the designers was Antonio di Piero Averlino known under :lLs 
adopted name Filarete (1404-1472) who has credit for producing the first fully 
planned ideal city of Renaissance. This was described and illustrated in his Trattato 
d'ArchjteHura written between 1457-1464.140 Filarete's ideal city was named 

137 ;3at'i'\~L r=;-~:a~e,::.u\> p,;!=:. S02~ ,j,;S(~ r:;9. ~2, 
i :38 .11. E.J Mlp!,: ~i,:tory of l)r!}3.n Form 8'"ft"re the !t!,jljstfl3! 1=i,?1i,~,iutl()ns (L':·,n,j.:,r '3e-:·'(9<? 
Goodv'I'in Lt,::, 1979), p .13.:1 

139 PauL D. Spreiregen. The Arohiteoture of To'""os and Cities (New York: Me Graw Hill Book 
Company, 1965), p.1 2 

140 Morris, p134. 
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Sforzinda.141 after his patron Francesco Sforza. fn his treatise, Filarete was 
"conforming to one trend of early Renaissance thought, which attempted to find 
those basic laws that governed the universe. The Augustinian dictum that God had 
used mathematics to measure, to weigh and to harmonize the universe in the act of 
creation gave an air of validity to mathematical bent of one large sector of 
Renaissance society and served to encourage the attempts to find in the simplest 
forms of mathematics the most peliect and most universally applicable al1istic forms. 

Since Filarete's taste coincided with that advocated by this very vital group of 
arlistic and literary humanists, he 100 involves the authority of natural law for the 
forms he advocates in architecture." 11 ,:?1.:l'3 

Fiiarete seems to be especially preoccupied with the military possibilities 01 
the star shape. which was found to be advantageous for fortifications. 

It is interesting that the contemporary theoretical developments in military 
architecture of Italian Renaissance are so conspicous in the primary features of 
Yedikule. 

These developments originated from a need to counter the improvement in 
guns which provided for the first time a hard hitting. long-range horizontal impact on 
fortifications. 

Mehmed"s role in the progress of military engineering is an established fact: 
"its use (cannon) by the Turks when they overwhelmed the city of Constantinople in 
1453 led to a new era in the history of military fortifications.n144 

It is no wonder that in his first major fortification project after the Conquest, 
Mehmed II's main concern would be related to the use of heavy guns in defence 
and offence. 

J. R. Hale maintains that in the new era of cannons, the bastion was lithe 
most radicaily effective architectural element since the arch." 

14; See fio. 43, 

Heavy guns were of no use inside towers: they made 
too much smoke and their arc of fire was too restilcted 
by loops in immensely thick masonry. so they were 
placecl on platforms on Hie top ot the towers. From Ihis 
moment we are in sight of the bastion, which is not a 
gun tower but a solid platform, thrust for.vard to obtain 
as wide a field of fire as possible, while retaining the 
tower's role of providing flank cover to the adjacent 

14~ - F'I .. 'T.' \ r,y..;·'-·L"·~ t"--~ I Ci r~I'>~'~~' !"'JI'> H~··..:.r I .~\ ...... ,.I;~, ... f,.-+"., ... I'· ... I Iii Oier ....... :8,reles Irc.c,jse on M 1.·1!~I.\1'.;l u,;, i~·;~. '..J.~\ ::)t-: .... 11v!;:j1 ~1'1\h· ..... 1<:1\''4' i 
- ,,.-;., '~i lli :1 ... 1, hi ;~',)l l' .... '.oil ! i . ""'I ' ! .... , . If 

and London: Yale University Press, 1965), p.X>,>:'11 

143 See fig. 44. 

144 EAJMorris,p,130 
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pal1s of a fortification, The tower was basically a 
defensive, the bastion an offens ive form ,1 45 

This seems to be a plausible argument for the function for the triangular 
bastions of Yedikule, These massive structures were seemingly built to bear the 
weight of heavy guns that would break Lip the besieger's concentration and 
dismount their artillery, The uninterrupted walkway throughout the f0l1ification would 
ensure a contino us supply of cannon balls, gun powder and other supplies, 

This parallel betvteen illeoretical developments in military architecture 3nd 
Yedikule irnmediateiy brings to mind a westerner's influence on the plan which. as 
Gabriel i J6 suggests. was surely draw!l 'In a parchement and the construction W'3S 
carried out accordingly, 

Ita!!an influence cou!d have reached Mehmed II in a number of ways, 
Fatih hllzwunda oizim aiirnlerle degii, Turkiye'ye 
getirttigi veya gelen alim, ~air ve sanatkarlarla da 
konu~urdu, Yallllz saraYlnda bllnlarla degil, ~airlerle 
de toplalllr sanatkarlan yanlna alarak hasbahal eder, 
hatta ecnebilerle mumkun 0lduk9a goru~ur. Amirutzes 
ve onun musluman alan oglu bunlardandl, Fatih 
esasen Bmi tecesslise malikti. Her~eyi ogrenmek 
isterdi. 1 47 

His relations with prominent Christians. and particularly Itaiians, is dealt whh 
at length by Babinger.148 His relations must have enabl~d him to follow closely the 
developments in the West. But Babinger in his article states the difficulty in 
specifying the visits of foreigners against concrete evidence: 

italy an humanistlerinin veya sanatkarlanllln daima 
ge9ici mahiyette olan bu zlyaretlerinin hepsini 
vesikaiarla tespit etmek mtimkun olmamaktadlr, 
Pera'da ya~ayan veya Batt Anadoiu sahiilerinde 
yerle~mi~ olup II. Mehmed He i~ Ilususunda ~ahsen 
mi.inasebette bulunan italyanlann iIt!mas veya 
lavsiye;ell hemen iler ciefaslnda bu htimanist veya 
sanatkarlann gelmeler! i9in vesile te~kil etmi~ 
01abilir.149 

145 J .R.Ha.le. "The Developrrent of the 8astion a:"1 !talian Chronology," in f=urooe in tr,e I ate 
rv1 iejrjle Ages, erj J R.H a\e R H ighfielej B Sni:3:;PY : E>3.n'3ton ~i c.rrhvv'esrern U nivsrsity Pre'3s 

147 O. SLiheyL iBm 'lie Sanat Tarihimizde Fatih SUlTan Mehmed (istanbul: FakLiiteler ~,12tb3;;:o! 
1953), p.l1. 
148 8abin-:;;er, "Fat!h Sultan Mehmed ve italya" 

149 Babinger, "Fatih Sultan Mehmed ve italya,' p.62. 



In a search for European architectural contribution in the construction of the 
New Palace, G. Necipoglu-Kafadar states: 

references by both Tursun and Kemalpa~azade to the 
towers in the palace which were built in European 
mode (frengi) suggests possible involvement of 
European architects, Mehmed invited the Bolognese 
architect and engineer Arlstotile Fioravante, and his 
subsequent invitations in 1480 to interior decorators 
and a master builder form Florence and Venice are 
documented, Moreover. a letter ot Francesco Filelfo to 
,.!\mirutzes on July 30, 1-+65 reveals that Filarete was 
setting out to istanbul in the summer of that year. 15C; 

8abinger introduces Filelfo as an exploiter who "buyuk bir maharetle 
ge9imini saglamak i9in Sforza hanedantnr somUrmek yolunu tutmujtu."151 It is also 
documented that Francesco Filelfo has wrote a letter to Mehmed from Milan on 
March 11, 1454 on a personal matter. Filarete too was at the time in Milan Wflere he 
worked from 1451 to 1465 for the Sforza family on the Castello Sforzesco, the 
Cathedral and the Ospedale Maggiore.152 

Thus a link seems to be established between a prominent theoretician of 
Italian architecture and Mehmed, if not in person, at least in ideas. Chronology 
makes it difficult to defend that Filarete himself was present during the construction 
of Yedikule. However, Rle!fo may have constituted the media through which 
Filarete's ideas filtrated to the Sultan. 

Mehmed may well have wished to utilize the experience and ideas of 
prominent contemporary architects like Filarete who must have been introduced to 
him as an important theorist and performer who materialized religious. public and 
military edifices for his patron in Milan. 

It is worthwhile, at this point, to note that Ayverdi disagrees strongly with 
such conclusions: 

Ecnebi bir rnem!eketten s:}r~3tk3r getjr1men!~1 I~ark 

zihniyeti' ile ne alakasl olabilece£)inden kat'l nazar, 0 
devrin TUrk Osmanh camias! kendi yap!slnI kendi 
yapardl; kendi usulu ve uslubu vardl; ecnebi bir 
mimara ihtiyaci olmadlktan ba~ka getirse de i~ine 

yaramazdl.153 

: ::.:! ,-:. '''A,-·'n,,,,·';' '-~af~d'"r 'J' ;:1.1 :::'ee aiSO 83J,)Wi'Bf :v:2f":rne,j the ConqlJerer P. p'246465 
'-t .• , ""' . .,,'f""' ..... j''-' !", 1'::1. '_ .. r . .J', - _ 

151 Babinger, "Fatili Sultan t'llel-,rned ve ita.iya," pp.49, 79-80. 

152 Filarete, p.11. 
158 E, H. AyverdL "Prof. F. Bab!nger'in Fatih Oevri ;'·,.lirnarisi Hakk;nda 1v\uta!aalan," ista'-ou 
Enstitusu Oergisl 1 (istanbUl. 1955) 
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A close examination of other works of military architecture undertaken during 
the reign of Mehmed II is useful to elaborate the issue. We will limit this comparison 
to Rumeii Hisan and Kilid Bahir, the one immediately preceeding and the other 
following Yedikule. 

Rumeli Hisan 

A brief examination of the architectural plan of Rurneii Hisan 154 -the 
construction of which immediately proceeded Yedikule- reveals a different taste and 
use 01 distinctiy new elements. 

The plan of Yedikule is roughly oblong, though the curtain walls laking 
advantage 01 the natural ridges pursue a devious course from tower to tower. 
Wllere severe attack was to be expected 25 along the !evel of the sea shore and on 
the land side west of the castle, the wails are thick and the waH to'fvers are simi;g 
and numerous. On the tvvo other sides, defended naturally by preCipices on the 
nor1h and south, the walls are of a lesser thickness, besides, there is only one 
tower on the north and tvvo small ones on the south. 

In order to isolate an attack the walk is not continous throughout the wall but 
is divided by the towers. The Zaganos tower is one of the biggest towers among its 
likes in the world.155 J. R. Hale provides a functional description: itA traditional 
feature ... was the keep. Too hig!l to be an effective gun platlorm, it was retained on 
grounds of prestige, to provide suitably splendid apartments for the prince or 
castellan, and as a place of refuge.1I156 

It is stated in many sources that Mehmed II planned this castle himself.157 
The architect was Muslihuddin.158 

Kilid-i.il-Bahir 
The outline of this fortress resembles a triangle whose longer side is parallel 

to the sea shore 159. Two massive round towers were flanking the end points of this 
side on the nOtth and south. Only the southern one is standing today, .Alternating 
polygonal and triangular bastions were incorporated into the cUI1ain wall. /\r:~hed 
opennings along the sea side wall were le~ for projecting guns. 

The southern round tower has almost a modem appearance with its perfect 
masonry; its rounded embrasures are designed to deflect the attacker's cannon 
balls. 

154 ,~",c> fi('j .H~ - -- ":'- ~:-. 

156 JRHaie, pA76 

157 Kritovoulos, p20. 8aoinger, Mehmed the Conquerer, p.76. 

158 E,H.Atierdi, (lsmanll Mirrarjsinde Fatih Ce'lri. p.630 

159 See 119. 45 
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Almost surprising is the design of the inner wall. The striking symmetry of 
this construction is most conspicous in the formation of the inner triangular tower. 
Here, the mid-points of the walls coincide exactly with the point where the walls of 
the three large circular towers would intercede.160 On this symmetry, i. Utkular 
comments: 

Oemek ki bu kale planl bliyi.ik bir hendese bilgisiyle ve 
bliyi..ik bir mimar tarahndan deri uzerine veya arsaya 
9!Zerek haz!rlandl. Ve in~aata buridan soma ba~landl. 
Fatih tarahndan in~a edilen 'fedi Kule planilllf1 da 
~lendesi bir esasa dayand!Qlfll lJe p!allln onceclen 
9izildigini A. Gabriel kii.ablllda isbat etrnektedir.~ 6: 

The par1iiioning resulting from this interlacing stlllGture was utilized to create 
an ingeneous labyrinthine path 01 iasi refuge in time of need. 

i9 kulenln giri~i dl~anya kaplsl olmayan, 
kuzeydeki daire avluya a91Iml~hr. Dli~man, merkezdeki 
kule kaplslna gelebilmesi i9in dl~ akle duvarlanndan 
itibaren en az U9 tane gayet muhkem kaplYI a~masl 
icap ediyor. Demek ki Kilid Bahir kalesi yalnlz 
bogazdan gegecek dij~man gemiierine taarruz etmek 
i9in yapllmaml~tlr. Aynt zamanda denizden ve karadan 
gelebilecek di.i~man kuwetlerine kar~1 bulundugu 90k 
klymetli mevkii bogazln nobet mahallini asIa teslim 
etmemek maksadiyle yapllml~tlr .162 

This immediately brings to mind a point made by J. M. Hale on similar 
ciesigns. 

Political instability within a state led to an emphasis on 
points of retreat within the walls, a preoccupation 
which reached an extreme in the labyrinthine fantasies 
of Filarele and Leonardo. 162 

i. Utkular indicates that the Rumeli Hisan did not Inve suetl a cilaracier. 

1 60 :3ee 119 .. 

Rumeli Hisar Kaiesinde de dll~man cil~tan merkeze 
dogru Kilid Bahir Kalesinde oldugu gibi bir mudafaa 
sistemi du~unulmemi~tir. . .. Planda dogu ve batlya 
isabet eden dl~ kale duvarlannda taarruzla iki delik 
a9l1sa, avluya girilse, kale ikiye aynlmJ~ olacak ve 

161 i. Utkular, ~:8n8kkai6 80Qazinda Fatih Kaielan, (Is"[anoul: PJlt"',8i1 Matb8.asl. 1953), p.34. 

162 i. Utkular, p.34 

163 J .MHale, p476 
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kulelerin birbiriyle olan irlibatlan kesilerek ayn ayn 
mlidafaa muharebeleri verecektir. 164 

Thus, Kilid lil Bahir represents an outstanding improvement and a new 
understanding in the concept of military defence on the part of the Ottoman builders 
occurring within a period of ten years. It is unlikely that this major accomplishment 
would have been realized completely independent of similar proceedings in the 
'y\.'est. Thus, we may safely infer that Kilid Lil Ballir represents the second stage in 
tile new understanding of fortifications follwing Yedikule. 

164 i. utKular, p.34. 
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Architecture 

The Walls 
Citing Kritovoulos, Gabriel suggests til at most probably captive foreign 

masters and workers were used in the consiruction of Yedikule. ~,::5 Even lhouqh 
the masonry seems to have a haphazard and hasty appearance with mortar and 
bricks inserted to fill in tile gaps and to maintain the horizontal course of the blocks! 
the ability of the whole structure to withstand earthquakes indicates that t:le 
construction is more stable than Rumeli Hisan. 

The curtain wall is 5 m. wide and 12 m. high. Ttlese dimensions are uniform 
and apply for all sides. The reason for this uniformity is that the land is almost lIat on 
all sides, which have equal defensive imporlance.1 ':': 

The Towers 
The Byzantine pylons are the first of the seven towers. 

Guney kuleye sonradan eklenen bir "istinad 
divalll"ndan girilir. Bir dehiizle ge9ilen i9 tarafda 
karanllk ve yuksek bir bolme vardlr. Burada TUrklerin 

_ zamal1lndan kalma bir tsklm ah~ap in~aaf 67 vardlr ki 
ust uste gelen ada ve hUcreieri ta~lmak i9indi. Zeminin 
ortaslnda da susuz bir derin kuyu bulunup buna 
eskiden beri Ikanh kuyu' adl verilmektedir. Onyedinci 
YLiZYl1 sonlanndan beri bu isme rastlanmaktadlr.1 68 

The Ilorthern pyloll is similar ','/ith ren"1ains of woeden construction used Tor 
carrying the platform floor of residences. 

Tile nortllern tower (J) on the Theodosian wall is octagonal. it does not 
have an entrance from the inner courtyard of the castle but can only be reached 
from the walkway on the rampart In an inscription calved on a marble plate and 
placed on the western face of this lower a date 1168 (1758) and "Ma~a!lahi Taal3" is 
legable. ~ ']] 

Bu kulenin in~a tarzl Turk eseri oldugunu gosteriyor. 
Ahmet III zamalllnda ba~landlgl rivayet edilir. 
Kitabedeki tarih Mahmut I'in son ve Osman IWun ilk 
sene sine i~aret eder. Belki FaUh zamalllnda orada 
Biz3ns'tan kalma bir kule varken bilinrneyen bir 

.~~ . g" 
! 00 GaNiei. Ct-iai22U)(, p 10:3; Kntoyoulos, p. ::. 

166 See fig. 47 -

167 See fig. 55. 

168 Halil Ethem, p.17 
169 Haill Ethem, p.18; Gabriel, Chateaux, p.97: Ayverdi Osmanl! peyrinde, p.675. See f19- 49. 



zamanda YlkllrOl~ ve Turkler tarafindan yeniden in~a 
edilmi~tir. 1 7C, 

Ayverdi furiher elaborates: 
Yedikule Kapi 1724-25'de yaplld@na gore aynl 

duvann devamlna yaslanan bu kulenin 0 zaman hi9 
olmazsa klsmen in~a edild@ni, otuz sene soma bir 
tamirde bu ievhamn konclugunu tahmin ederiz.171 

An engraving belonging to the seventeenth century provides a valuable 
document1: 2 for proving that originally a square Byzantine tower existed. Ayvereli 
concludes tliat: 

Fatin devrine ait olmayan sekiz ko~eli kule yenndeki 
dart ko~e Bizans kulesinin klsmen mermer olan 
ta~lanndan yararlanllarak yapllml~tlr. 1.5 metrelik 
duvarlar ashnda ({ok incedir, yalnlzca ge9mi~e ait bir 
ani olarak, savunma i({in degil, yaptlrllml~tlr.173 

In the plan, (A) and (C) are the symmetrical cylindirical towers on the nor1h 
and south. The eastern tower (B) is prismatic. 174 However, in spite of this difference 
in style, they all have been built according to similar principles and comprise a mass 
of equal quantity, 175 The wall width is uniform in all, approximately five meters. The 
radii are Uke',vise similar, 9 to 9.5 meters. The cores were built to house the storeys 
whose floors were supported by wall to wall wooden beams of whicll only the 
holes in the wall have remained to our day. A winding ramp walk climbs all the way 
up in these towers. To provide a comfor1able habitation, toilets and air shafts have 
been provided. 

The Byzantine square tower which had been located to the south of the 
Golden Gate was destroyed in an earthquake in 1466. Only the steps reaching it 
from the rampan have remained. 

A point which should be noted is that the incorporation of the towers into the 
curtain walls Ilave not obstructed the walkway throughout the ramparts. This is a 
different apmoach than the one employed in Rumeli Hisan as had been pointed 
out earlier. 

The towers beared conical caps up to the middle of the nineteenth 
century.176 

170 Halil Ethe~-il, p. 21; Gabriel, CtlateaUx. p.96, 

171 AyverdL O~Q}3nil Devrl. p675 

172 See fig, 5E, 

173 AyverdL O;rnanli De\/rinde, p 675. 

174 See fig, 48, For detailed pians see figs, 51,52,58, 

175 See figs, 48,50, 

176 See figs, 56,58,59, 
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The Bastions 
The four prismatic bastions of solid masonry are in the form of isosceles 

triangles with 6 meter long sides. The flat platlorm on top of the bastions is 3 meters 
above the walkway and is reached through a flight of steps adjacent to its back wall. 

The two round bastions are l'Nins. These bastions are not fully solid, but 
house domed spaces reached only from the courtyard but which do not 
communicate with the walkway. 

The function of the bastions have already been dealt with in orevious 
paragraphs. 

The Gates 
The main entrance to Yedikule is on the east -the city side- through a 

square gate tower.177 All by itself, it has a castellated appearance. Contrary to the 
other towers, this gate tower does block the walk way. It contains three stories and 
used to bear a conical cap as well. Its facade below the arched gateway is 
decorated with a brick design durrounding a marble plate mounted there to display 
an inscription which, for some obscure reason, has never been engraved. 

The reduced central archway of the Golden Gate constituted the second 
entrance. The pointed arch is of Ottoman construction. The smaller nor1hern 
archway was concealed behind the butress built to strengthen the walls. The 
southern was completely walled up. 

E. H. Ayverdi indicates a third 'entrance' which he claims have been missed 
by other observers: 

Bir U9uncu kapi da koltuk giri~i olup kuzey surundadH. 
igerden ah~ap ba~hgl ve dar dehlizi bellidir. 8unun 
onu dl~ yuzeyde ince bir duvarla orulmLi~ ve yerine bir 

I 17Q 
ge~rne yapl mf~tlr.' I c.' 

The Mosque 
Today, the only visible remains of the cami founded by Mehmed is the shaft 

of the minaret. Contrary to the general attitude, Eyice terms it as a mescid and notes 
IIYedikule Hisan arkaslndaki mescidin Fatih taraflndan hisar i1e yaptlfllarak Ayasotya 
vakflna baglanml~tlr.'1 . 

The structure which survived until 1905 seems to have perished at tllis time. 
Th8 C1~ner:\! !ea!ures, therefore, C3n on:,:' be g3ttlcred from olel engravings. 

- Piri Reisin kil,3bl;1In b,"!ZI y;3zrnC1iannd~ki Istanbul 

resminde 179 bu rnescldin 9ift meyilli 9a1ll! bir bina 

177 See fig. 50, 

178 Ayverdi, Osmanll Devrinde, p.672. See fig. 54. 

179 See fig. 40. 
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oldugu aGlk olarak beiirtiimi~tir. Venedik'dekl resimde 
ise mescidin esas binadan daha genj~ bir son cemaat 
yerine sahip ah~ap «atilt bir bina oldugu 
gorUlmektedir.180 

180 S. Eyice, "Yedikule Hisan ve Avlusundaki Fatih Mescidi" 
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As stated above, the primary aim of Yedikule was to have a place of refuge 
in case of adversary. Therefore, it was only natural to keep the royal treasury and 
archives in this stronghold rather than the vulnerable liE ski Saray," or even the 
"Yenl Saray." 

According to Angiolello, this tower (Tower of .Justice in 
Topkapi SaraYI) served as a transitional treasulY for 
depositing imperial revenues, before this money was 
transpol1ed to the permanent treasuPj at Yedikule 
F011ress.181 

Konstantin Mihailovic who reiates the events of ihe period after Mehmed Ws 
death and the struggle for power between Beyaz!d and Cern provides interesting 
details. 

When two brothers are left after an emperor and carry 
on a struggle between them, the one who first takes 
refuge at the court of the janissaries will gain the 
imperial throne. And therefore, since one of the 
standing treasures is five Italian miles above 
Constantinople at that fortress which is called 
Geniassar -in our languaQ~ 'New Castle'- whichev~r of 
these brothers comes wanting to have some of ihe 
treasure, they will not give anything to anyone, for the 
fortress is securely closed and guarded in all thigs as if 
against enemies, and they will give them the following 
answer if one of them shouieJ come: 'Fortunate Lord, 
as long as the mo of you are carrying on a struggle, 
nothing will be given to anyone." 
But when one already sits securely on the throne 
without hindrance of the other, then the man to whom 
tile fortress is entrusted. llaving taken Ule keys, will 
bring them to the emperor, submitting the ionress and 
all the treasures. The Emperor, having rewarded him, 
entrusts the keys to him again so that he can 
administer as before as it was of 01d.182 

Although the term "Yeni Hisarl' seems to refer to Anadolu Hisan in this 
context, it could just as well be applied to Yedlkule, which was also "new" Rne! far 
horn ihe eily center. Mih3i1oviC C!O~'" n(1 Ii) expiain the 9anisoninq and St!Pphi 0 1 

fortresses, ';"hich stlould be aPP!]c::l,ble Ie' :li! 

181 G. Neoipoglu-Kafadar, p.93. 

182 Mihailovio, p.149. 
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ii-!e organization in the forlres;; is as follows: there is 
one who commands all the ottlers who is called the 
dyzdar; the second official after him ia called the 
kethaya. after him are the bulukbasse. As in any 
fortress, the larger the fortress, the greater the number 
of courtiers in it. i 83 

He goes on to rei ate how strictly the fortresses were guarded night and day 
allowlng very few people to enter inside in cases of emergency only. 

Yedikule housed the state treasury and the archives up to the reign of Murat 
III during whose time the treasury was transferreel to the Topkapl palace. On U-lis 
subject, authors consult the work of Domenico who was Doctor in chief to the 
Palace from 1576 to 1582. In virtue of his profession, he had access to Yedikule 
which a stranger could not even approach. "The removal of the treasury to ihe old 
Serai seems to have taken place while Domenico was actually at Constantinople, 
for he gives circumstantial details about the various objects of the treasury which 
were kept in the several towers.184 

Yedikule, from this time on, while remaining also an ar1i11ery park, was used 
more and more as a prison tor prominent foreigners. but also for Turks, and 
especially political figures. 

Tl 'ls I -t' '1 t d'd !, - ,,-~ ._. f L1-}_ .-111, \- - 1- . "-,.- '~ .. ,-, ;', .. --1 uno:.; Ion ongtlla e . Ufillg Ii iC ro:.:lgn 0 I\I;C Imeu 11, WI i(j vi Ii Ie !H~i dille; 

imprisoned his grandvizier Mahmud Pa~a in Yecli Kule and had him killed there in 
July 18, 1474, Yedikule was not the only fortress to be used for this purpose, 
Rumeli Hisan served a similar purpose as well. Yedikule owes its infamous 
reputation to severa! such unfortunate incidents, among which the best known is 
,he rnurder oj Osman Ii in 1622. 

For more than two centuries, Yedikule served as a prison lor hundred-=: of 
people, Turkish and Foreign. What remains behind are hardiy legible inscriptions 
on the '.valls 01 the towers. In fact, one of the towers (8) is named "Kltabeli Ku!e" due 

• ., I" • 
to the marble piares containing Latin inscr:plions carv';::G Dy pnsork':rs Kepi In j;iiS 

tower. 1 :::' 

The engravings or sketches giving a reliatJie idea about Yedikule are very 
scarce, Most of the documents show views of Yedikule that are exaggerated and 
largely imaginary, 

The drawing by an Italian prisoner of the seventeenth century has been 
mentioned above. 

1·:::'0 PllIh.a.ii,}vie p.150. 

184 Th. ~,'laoricly anI] '3. Casson p 66 

185 For further referenoe, Gottwald lias a detailed aooount of these insoriptions. 
Personal observation: there exist some ottoman scripts on the inner walls of the soutrlern tower 01 
the Golden Gate, See fig, 55. 
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Desegno del Castello delle Sette Torre eli 
Constantinopel ba~hg, ile ... resimde klilahlar butun 
mimarileri ile gorundukten ba~ka Turk devrindeki 
degi;iklikler de farkedilir. 186 

On the upper right hand corner of this very successful engraving, the 
par1icular names given to each tower can be read: 

Southern tower of the Golden Gate 
Northern tower of the Golden Gate 
Ahmet III Tower 
Northeastern tower (A) 
The tower of inscriptions (8) 
Southeastern tower 
Now extinct Byzantine tower 

Hazne Kulesi 
Cephane Kulesi 
Past!rma Kulesi 
Dan Kulesi (or Barut Kulesi) 
Zindan Kulesi 
KrzKulesi 
Ku<{Lik Kule 

Desegno depicts the courtyard as full of houses forming a small community. 
We owe an extensively detailed literary description of Yedikule to 

Pouquevil/e who had been taken prisoner by pirates on his way from Egypt. He 
has written his impressions of Ihis imprisonment in his book Voyage en Moree. 

The custom of imprisoning amb2ssadors of foreign states with whom Turkey 
was at war was abandoned at the beginning of the nineteenth century in the reign 
of Mahmut II. 

Yedikule was restored and steps were taken to open the gate of the 
Propy!ea. On this gate, is still the tugra of Sultan Mahmut" with the date 1838. 

This was probably a part of the projeci vlnich Mahmut II commiss!onec: 10 
Von f\;10ltke for improvement of street pattern. Von Moltke's main goal was to 
provide an uninterrupted communication net'NofK (INhlch recaiied that oi the 
Byzantine city) throughout tile iStanbul peninsula connecting the heart of the (iN to 
tile old Byzantine gates. 

For a Sh0l1 time, the towers of Yeclikule served as a powder magazine Gnd 
in the interior couri were kept various animals til at were trantered from lhe 
'Aslanhane' in the Sultan Ahmet Square. 

After 1850 powder magazines were removed outside the city and ancient 
artillery with Hs stone balls were also sent to St. Eirene Museum. In 1878, Yedi~ule 
was placed under the Ministry of Education because since 1869 Hlristiyan Inas 
1\i1,:yteb-l Sanay!!. a girls school of m1s. ',"?S ,~)!,.,it"J ~dl!c3!10n inside the city Y':]!!s. ; 87 

Later on, the iilterior coun rlas oeen transformed into a market garden, .3Jld 

the lowers .... /ere used as hay barns by 1h;:; ,"t:-ny urltll 18S~\. 

186 S. Eyice. Yedikule Hisan, p.81. 
187 See the map of istanbul in E.H.Ayverdi's 19 ASJrda istanbul Haritasl (istanbul, 1958) for the 
exaot looation of this "mekteb," 
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8y this cldle, the fOflress came jnto control of the Museurn authorities .. A. i2Y'i 

arcileological excavations were carried out within the first decades of this centUlY, 
which were mentioned above. 

In 1959, first the Golden Gate, and then the towers were restored. 
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cor\JCLUSiON 

Golden Gate had a very significant and honored place in the histOl'l of the 
Byzantine city. In its function and ferni. the synthesis of relgious predominance and 
military traditions is rellected, Hence the silent grandeur; the humble decoration of 
scattered crosses and monograms but still the sculptures 01 Victory and Tyche. 

Victory is won over time as well as against the hostile, The destructive force 
of the years is counteracted through another victory actualized in the stone. Tile act 
of building is a verification of timeless rule as well. 

The most sacred of the ten gates piercing the Great 
Walls, the Golden Gate which concentrated in itself the 
most potent threshholcl magic and divinizing powef, 
bore Theodosius's words: "Who builds the gate of 
gold refounds the Age of Gold," The Golden Age was 
in fact refounded whereever and whenever an 
imperial figure caused stones to take shape, for 
whatever use.18o 

;'\nd it was Mehmed li \3. thOUS\3.:1d yea.rs later to s~and right there and deckle 
to build hi:; "/\g~ 0' Gold." 

188 Miller, p.27. 
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APPENDIX A 

The dynastic controversies of the late fourteenth century are quite 
complicated. John V Palaelogus, succeeded his father Andronicus III, on the throne 
of Constantinople in 1341. In 1347 he was overthrown by John VI Cantacuzenus, 
but was reinstated in 1354 with the aid of the Genoese. While John V was in Italy 
seeking western aiel against the Turks in 1369-71 his eldest son Andronicus IV , , , 
ruled as his viceroy. When Andronicus refused to vacate the throne on hid father's 
return, Emperor John was forced to seek the aid of the Turkish Sultan, Murad. 
Because of Andronicus' behavior, John disinherited him and in 1373 crowned his 
second son, Manuel, as coemperor and heir apparent. Andronicus then revolted 
and with Genoese suppol1 reoccupied Constantinople in 1376 and imprisoned his 
father and brother. The Venetians helped John and Manuel to escape from prison 
in 1379, and with the support of Murad they retook Constantinople in July of the 
same year. Among the pledges extracted from John by Murad as a price for 
Turkish aid in retaking the city was an agreement that Andronicus and his son, 
John (VII), be declared heirs to the Byzantine throne in place of Manuel. This 
agreement was officially sanctioned by the Church in May, 1381. 

Annoyed by such recompense lor his filial loyalty, Manuel went to Salonika; 
when this city fell to the Turks in 1387, he moved to Lemnos. He was reconciled 
with his father in 1388, but was sent back to Lemnos where he apparently remained 
until coming to his father's aid during John VII's siege of Constantinople in 1390. 

When Andronicus died in 1385, John V, with Murad's concurrence, 
appointed Anclronicus' son, John VII, to rule in Solymbria. After a trip to Genoa. 
however, and with the aiel of the new Sultan Bayezld and the Genoese, John VII 
laid siege to Constantinople and forced his grandfather to take refuge in the fortress 
at the Golden Gate. John VII entered the city in April 14, 1390, as the common 
people opened a city gate for him, After this, Manuel stalied to gather forces in the 
Mediterranean 10 recapture the cit,!. Meanwhile the old emperor fled to the castle of 
Golden Gate. Then, Manuel came to Constantinople, penetrated the harbor and 
succeeded in getting his forces into the Golden Gate castle most probably in 
August 25, 1390. Manuel left the for1ress with his men and unexpectedly fell on 
John VII and drove him out of the city in September 1390. 

John V reinforced his fortification and extended its protective walls down to 
the beach during the absence of Manuel and John VII on campaign with Bayezld 
against Sinope, However, Bayezld threatened John V with blinding his son 
Manuel, so Ule olel Emperor ordered the castle to be dismantled and he died of 
grief in February 1391. 
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APt-'1::NDlX E 

ANCIENT ,o.,UTHORS AND BOOKS ON GOLDEN GATE 

Cantacuzenus, A,utobio~l[aQt~ 
Cedrenus 
Constantinus Porphyrogenitus, Book of Cercrnonies 
Leo DiaconLls 
Malalas, Chrotloioqia 
Nicephorus Gregoras 
Procopius of Caesar-ea, De Aedificiis 
Theophanes 
Theophanes Continuatus 
Zonaras 
Zosimus 

Chronicon Pascha!e 
Pstri(l 

Synaxada 900 
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APPENDIXC 

TRAVELLERS MENTIONING YEDiKULE 

Cornelius VOll den Ddsch 
Dallaway 
De rv1ontconys 
Du Loir 
Gilles 
Jehannot 
Lubenau 
Melling 
Mord1mann 
Pouqueville 
Schweigger 
Thevenot 
Von Harft 
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ARCUS SEPTIMII SEVER I 

ARCUS SEPTIMII SEVERI. This triple arch at the western end of the Forum Romanum was erected in 203 A. D. 
in honour of Septimius Seyerus and his sons Caracalla and Geta. A flight of steps led up to it from the Forum. 
After his murder (211 A. D.) Geta's name ",-as chiselJed away from the dedicatory inscription (CIL VI, 1033) and 
replaced by additional titles of the two remaining Augusti. The reliefs decorating the arch represent the em
peror's victorious campaigns against the Parthians and the .\rabs. Coins show the statues of Septimius Severus 
and his sons in a six-horse chariot on top of the arch. 

A. NIBBY, Rom.\nt I, pp. 476--487; F. REBER, Rui
nen, pp. 102-107; R. L.>\NCIANI, Ruins, pp. 282-285; 
TH. ASHBY, CR XIII, 1899, p. 233 f.; CH. Hiilsen, 
RM XVII, 1902, p. 21 f.; id., FR, pp. 78-83; C. D. 
CURTIS, Arches, p. 69 f., No. 60; E. DE RUGGIERO, 
pp. 454-462; H. THEDENAT, FR, pp. 161 f., 234-238; 
E. STRONG, SR, pp. 303-305; P-A, p. 43 f.; G. BENDI
NELLI, Atti 3 CStR I, pp. 227-232; H. K.~HLER, RE, 
Triumphbogen, 1939, p. 392 f., No.34; F. ALTHEa!, 

The Arch of Scptimius Sn·crus seen from the Forum. 
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Die Soldatenkaiser, 1939, p.170f.; \\1. TECHNAU, 
Die Kunst der Romer, 1940, p. 247; G. LUGLI, Cen
tro, p. 139 f.; P. G. HAMBERG, Studies in Roman Im
perial Art, 1947, pp. 145-149; H. KAHLER, \hnd
lungen der antiken Form, 1949, pp.66-68; G. M. 
HA.-'-<HfA1>;"N, The Season Sarcophagus in Dumbarton 
Oaks, 1951, pp.174, 217 f.; U. SCERRATO, AC VII, 
1955, pp. 199-206; G. ZORZI, Palladia, p. 56 f., figg. 
44-48; L. CRE:)'!A, ArchRom, p. 550 f. 



ARCUS GALLIENI 

.\Rces DRvsI ET GERMASICI 

;\RCl'S G.\LLlE]'.;I. The A.rch of Gallienus was originally a triple gate, erected in the time of Augustus to replace 
the former Porta Esquilina of the Sen-ian \X'all. In 262 A. D., one ~L Aurelius Victor dedicated the arch to the 
Emperor Gallienus and his consort Salonina (CIL VI, 1106). Only the middle arch and traces of the northern 
side passage still exist in the Via di S. Vito. 

1. ROSSI]'.;I, Archi, p.1O, Ta\o. 65, 66;A. :KIBBY, 

Rom.\nt I, pp. 463-467; R. L .... ~CL .... KI, BCom III, 
1875, Ta\,. XX; id., BCom 1\T, 1876, p. 208; H. JOR' 
DAN, Top I, 3, p. 343; C. D. Ct.-RTIS, Arches, p. 76 f., 
No. 71; L. CANTARELLI, BCom XLVIII, 1920, p. 170; 
P·A, pp. 39,407; G. SKFLl'XD, Mura, pp. 43 f., 202; 

G. LVGLI, L'Urbe II, 1937,4, pp. 16-26; id., ~Ion III, 
pp. 421-424; H. h:.:i.HLER, RE, Triumphbogen, 1939, 
p. 394, No, 36; A. DEGRASSI, BCom LXVII, 1939, p. 
177 f.; id., Doxa II, 1949, p. 82; M. E. BLA.KE I, p. 45; 
L CRE~!A, .\rchRom, p. 216 f. 

A reconstruction oi thl.: Arch oi Gallicnus by Guglielmo Gatti (L'Urbc It, 1937). 
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ARCUS CONST:\NTlr-.:I 

ARCUS CONSTANTIN!. This arch was erected in honour of Constantine to commemorate his victory over 
Maxentius in 312. It was completed in 315. The sculptures and reliefs decorating the arch were, for the greater 
part, taken from monuments of the times of Trajan, Hadrian and :Marcus :\urelius. The only sculptures from 
the time of Constantine are the friezes aboye the side arches and on the ends of the arch, the reliefs at the 
bases of the columns, the two medallions of the ends and the reliefs of the spandrels. 

A. NIBBY, RomAnt I, pp.443-457; E. PETERSEN, 
RM IV, 1889, pp.314-339; CH. HCLSEN, R11 VI, 
1891, p. 92 f.; A. MONACI, BCom XXVIII, 1900, pp. 
75-116; R. LANCIA!':!, Ruins, p.191 (Bibl: p. 192); 
A. MONACI, DissPont Acc 2, VIII, 1903, pp.105-
134; id., DissPontAcc 2, IX, 1907, pp. 1-23; H. ST. 
JONES, BSR III, 1906, pp. 229-271; A. J. B. WACE, 
BSR IV, 1907, pp. 270-276; I. SIEVE KING, R11 XXII, 
1907, pp. 345-360; C. D. CURTIS, Arches, pp. 80-82, 
No. 78; H. JORD.-I.N, Top I, 3, pp. 25-28; S. REINACH, 
RA 4, XV, 1910, pp. 118-129; M. BIEBER, R11 XXVI 
1911, pp. 214--237 (Bibl: p. 214 f.); A. L. FRONTING
HAM, AJA XVI, 1912, pp. 368-386; XVII, 1913, pp. 
487-503; XIX, 1915, pp. 1-12, 367-384; F. GROSSI 
GONDl, L'Arco di Costantino (2), 1913; K. LEH~IA~~
HARTLEBEN, RM XXXV, 1920, pp. 143-151; G. 
RODENWALDT, RM XXXVI, XXXVII, 1921/22, pp. 
75-79; H. BULLE,JdI XXXIV, 1919,pp.144-172; E. 
STRONG, SR, pp. 142-148, 217-224, 331-342; G. 
WrLPERT, BCom L, 1922, pp.13-57; A. WALTON, 

~()rth side of tht: arch of Constantine. 
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MAARome IV, 1924, pp. 170-180; P-A, pp. 36-38; 
CH. HCLSEN, Atti 2 CStR I, pp.260-266; H. P. 
L'ORANGE, AA, 1936, pp. 595-607; id., Roma XI\T, 
1936, pp. 217-222; 1L \"EGNER, AA, 1938, pp. 155-
195; M. PALLOTTINO, BCom LXVI, 1938, pp. 17-55; 
H. KAHLER, RM LIV, 1939, pp.265-269; id., RE, 
Triumphbogen, 1939, pp.396-399, No. 40; H. P. 
L'ORANGE - A. V. GERKAN, Der spatantike Bild
schmuck des Konstantinsbogens, 1939 (Bibl: pp. 
VIII-XII); G.BECATTI, Crd'A V, 1940, I, pp. 41-48; 
P. G. HAMBERG, Studies in Roman Imperial Art,1945, 
pp.56-63, 78-103; G. LVGLI, Centro, pp.313-317 
(Bibl: p. 316 f.); A. J. B. WACE, }.felanges Picard II, 
1949, pp. 1091-1096; B. BERE.."<SON, L'Arco di Co
stantino, 1952; Rom Gebalke II; A. GIULIANO, 
Arco di Costantino, 1955 (Bibl: p.5); F. MAGI, 
RendPontAcc XXIX, 1958, pp. 83-110. R. CALZ.-\, 
RendPontAcc XXXII, 1959/60, pp. 133-161. C. 

D'ONOFRIO, Capitolium XXXVI, 1961, 2, p. 24 f. 



POR TA APPIA 

PORTA :\PPIA. The original gateway in the ;\urelian Wall, through which the Via Appia left the city, had two 

arches; the renuins of the western ;tfch afe srill \i,ihlc on the inner side of the gate. The Porta. \12pia took its 

name, ;tS did mc)q oi thl' other ~.l[l'\I".lI". if(lm the road which passed rhwugh it. In the middle ages it \\'as 

known as Port.l d'.'\ccia. D.ni.l or n;la.l, but ne\Tr quite lost its original name (C(JdTop 1\-, p. 112). The 

modern name oi Pona S. Sehastiano comes irom the church of S. Sebastiano fuori Ie :\\ ura, and appears for 

the first time as "Porta San Rlqiano" on the occasion of Charles V's entrance into Rome in 1536. The present 

g;lte\\',l\' is a fe"lOcation hI' Ilonoriuo; aIllI ,-\rcadim (401 402 :\. D.). Lar<"r, incorporating the so-called A,rco 

di Drmo «(} y.\. a yantage-court was built; but apparently it \\'as ne\'er used ior defence, since there are no 

traces oi hinge;;, doors or am' other means oi shutting the rear gate of the court. 

1\. 0:11lBY, Rom,\nt I, p. 149 i.; H. jORIH:--:, Top 1. 1, 

p. 366; F. REBER, Ruinen. p. 538; R. L\:--:CL\:--:I, 

Storia II, p. 59; R. Scm'LTzE, Bonnec Jahrblicher 

CX\'llI, 1909. p. 343; G. T()\L\~~ETTI, La Campagna 

Romana II, 19lO, pp. 32-36; L .'\. RIClnl(l:--:D, BCom 
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LV, 1927, pp. 59-63; P-:\, p. 402 f.; G. B. GIOVE

:--:,\LE, BCom LVII, 1929, pp. 183-214; LlX, 1931, 
pp. 106-115; 1. :\. Rlcmro:-;-D, \\'all, pp. 121-142; 
G. Ln;u, l\\on II, pp. 223-235; iJ., Tecnica II, Tav. 

LIII, 2; G. C. GnDI, Roma XXI, 1943, pp. 14-17. 



PORTA FLAMINIA 

The outer side of the Porta Flaminia before the towers were pulled dO\\-n in 1877. 
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rORTA L\ TI:\_\ 

PORT:\ LHI~_"". The plan of this gateway, with its two semicircular towers, belongs to the first period ,of 
:\urdian"s \Yall, but the arch with its row of windows above the gateway, dates from the time of Honorius. 
The gateway had a nnlage-court with an inner gat~, which can be seen on pictorial plans of the 16th and 17th 
ccntur~-, and in pictures up to the 18th century (s. H. Egger, Romische Veduten I, Taf. 82). In the course of its 
history, the gateway was walled up several times; in May 1408 it was closed by King Ladislaus of Naples (5. a. 
porta :\sinaria II. p. 204), but it was opened again in September 1409. From 1656 to 1669 it was closed to 
rrewm the plague from spreading. At the beginning of the 19th century, owing to the abandonment of the 
\-ia Latina, the gateway became superfluous, and in 1808 it was again walled up. It has remained closed, except 
fDr a short period in 1827, until 1911, when it was finally reopened. 

s. a. ~luri ."-ureliani II, 789. 

:'l.. NlBBY, RomAnt I, p. 148 f.; H. JORDAN, Top 1,1, 
p. 366; TH .. "-SHBY, BSR IV, 1907, p. 13; H. GRISAR, 
Roma alIa fine del mondo antico, 1908, p. 544 f.; G. 
e F. TmBSSEITI, La Campagna Romana IV, 1926, 

Porta Latina, outer side. 

pp. 6-9; L A. RICH~fO:SD, BCom LV, 1927, p. 57; id_, 
\X-all, pp. 100-109; P-A, p_ 408 f.; G. B. GIOVE:SALE, 
BCom LIX, 1931, pp. 91-96; G_ LUGLI, Mon II, pp. 
220-222; id., Tecnica II, Ta\". LXXIV, 4. 



o. PORTA TIBURTINA. FRONT Vli~w 

b. l'OR'L\ TIBURTIN:\. INSCRIPTION OF 

HONORILTS AND ARC.\DlllS 
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\. 

Yedi Kule'de A kulesi Ill. kat plant 



\ 
\ / 

~/ 
c • 

. : YeC/i Kule'c/e B kulesi zemin kat! plam .. , Yedi Kule'de B kUJesi II. kat pllint 

Yedi Kule'de B kulesi Ill. kat plam Yedi Kule'de B kulesi makla'! 
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Yecli Kule'dp C kulesi zemin kat! plant , R,,' Yedi Kulc'de C k1llcsi II, kat planz 

Ye,U 1(1IIe'(le C k1llesi lII, kat plan. 

j'eci; Kllle'elc C kulesi nwkill', 
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I· '.~~ "'/:-1" 
, .-.r. 

_,~' .. *~.J. ,'l·:-·f·"+!~( .. ~ 
:\i)lJ. ~H'J \'ogt:i:::.cil:luu{\n:::.ichl d..:r ZII;lddlc In cine!" I.cidllwug des 17.Jhs. (Cud. ~~i('oglla I~nl im I\lusco Civ. Correr in Vl:llcdig) mil r\ng:lbe def wichligs(en 

U.HIICIl in YClhktl!c (Ca::,tcllo ddh.: ~Cltc ItlHC) lHlll Umgehung (Zl! dell Tiirmcn \'gl. Ahh.39M): P=JbliS des Ag'l (de:.scn Garlen im Zwingr:r vur der 
,\I.IUd I.tg); {J.o..;; J\lu:::.cill:c. 

L-____________________________________________________________________________________ ~~ 
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\!.II , :-'1.1.11,01:.1.111 ,HI:' .hill I', 1\ Ill, (~Iidl .In \'cllc/ialil~dll':l1 UULlld"lI,I'L:'r~ und Hol/,:.dtHl'idcr:.(;itl\'.IIHU ;\thln;;1 \';,,·.I~:-"1l' \[dlll,111 ,nd .I~·l ('lllll,!Llgl' 

lilltl /lltlillLllIg .In l;uuilL" Ikllilll, dn 1471) ill I-":'pd \\,;11'), 
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S. Schweigger'in gI'aviiriinde Yetlikule. 

Ye:likule d'upl'es une g,ravure de S. Schweigger 

Seyyid LolmulIl'da Yedilmle (ressaml: Naklm5 Osman) 
Yedikule d'upres S. Lokmall (pUI' Nukku!iI Osman) 
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